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August 2015

The Wiregrass
Pam Webber
Description:
A story about a summer of discontent, change, and
dangerous mysteries in a small Southern Wiregrass town.

Publication Date: August 4, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
352 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-943-6
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-943-6

Nettie has spent every summer of her life in the Southern
Wiregrass town of Crystal Springs, Alabama. This year,
she hopes the small town’s relaxed pace will give her
a break from the unrelenting physical and emotional
changes of puberty. But a chance encounter with Mitchell,
a seductively handsome yet secretive young man, turns
Nettie’s summer plans and her heart upside down. As their
relationship grows, Nettie realizes Mitchell is harboring
a dark and dangerous secret—one that, when revealed,
rocks the core of the sleepy little town and has Nettie and
those she loves running for their lives.

about the author:
Pam Webber is a nationally certiﬁed nurse practitioner and
award-winning university-level nursing educator. She has
published numerous articles and co-authored four editions
of a nursing textbook. Pam resides in Virginia’s Northern
Shenandoah Valley with her husband. The Wiregrass is
her ﬁrst novel.

“There are deep southern traditions
at work here, of memory, courage,
sweetness, and sadness. This is a brave
book at the same time it’s complex and
gentle, and the way it honors a sense of
time and place is truly remarkable.”
— David L. Robbins, New York Times bestselling author of Scorched Earth and The
Empty Quarter
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August 2015

From Sun to Sun
Nina Angela McKissock
Description:
Weary from the fear people have of talking about the process
of dying and death, a highly experienced registered nurse
takes the reader into the world of twenty-one of her beloved
patients as they prepare to leave this earth.

Publication Date: August 4, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
270 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-808-8
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-809
“Such a deeply human, honest,
compassionate, courageous book! Nina
McKissock brings her full self to her
patients. What a difference she makes!
Nina is a healer in the most important
sense of the word. I am thrilled to read
about the fullness of humanity in Nina’s
reflections.”
— Patricia Wudel, Executive Director,
Joseph’s House

Twenty-one people of different ages have one thing in
common: they’re within six months of their deaths. They’ve
endured the battle of the medical system as they sought
cures for their illnesses, and are now settling in to die.
Some reconcile, some don’t. Some are gracious, some not.
As Nina Angela McKissock, a highly experienced hospice
nurse, goes from home to home and within the residential
hospice, she shares her journey of deep joy, humorous
events, precious stories, and heartbreaking love.
Free of religiosity, dogma, or fear, From Sun to Sun brings
readers into McKissock’s world—and imparts the profound
lessons she learns as she guides her beloved patients on
their ﬁnal journey.

about the author:
Nina Angela McKissock has been a registered nurse for thirtynine years. She was featured on the Spirituality Channel’s
three-part television series From Hospice to Heaven, has
created hospital-based programs on Death and Dying and
Bereavement, and was the Executive Director and Founder
of Serenity House and Hospice Support in Doylestown, PA.
Before that, she worked as a nurse in top-rated hospitals
including The National Cancer Institute in Frederick, MD and
Hahnemann University Hospital in Philadelphia. McKissock
lives in Philadelphia, PA and has three grown children.
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August 2015

The Butterfly Groove
Jessica Barraco
Description:
In an attempt to solve the mystery of her deceased mother’s
life, Jessica Barraco retraces the older woman’s steps
nearly forty years earlier—and ﬁnds herself along the way.

Publication Date: August 4, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
232 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-800-2
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-801-9
“A beautiful blend of heart and
journalism, The Butterfly Groove is an
ethereal portrait of innocence, loss,
and a young woman’s unwavering
curiosity surrounding her mother’s
past. Barraco’s writing is witty and
profound, and she has an undeniable
skill for breathing new life into the most
intimate of memories.”
— Charlee Fam, author of Last Train to
Babylon

In 1999, as a twelve-year-old girl in sunny Southern California,
Jessica Barraco loses her mother, Dianne, to cancer
complications. Not knowing much about Dianne’s past,
Jessica grows more and more curious about her mother’s
story each year—especially because her immediate family
does not seem to know much more about her mother than
the Internet does. A decade after Dianne passes away, now
armed with a journalism degree, Jessica unlocks a memory
of her mother telling her that she loved her old ballroom
dance partner, and she sets out on a two-year quest to ﬁnd
him—along with anyone else who can tell her about Dianne.
Part mystery, part coming-of-age story, The Butterﬂy Groove
is a heart-warming exploration of how our pasts tell our
truths, and how love survives all of us.

about the author:
Journalist by heart, marketing professional by day, and
writer by moonlight, Jessica Barraco is a graduate of the
University of Colorado, Boulder’s School of Journalism and
Mass Communication. She published her ﬁrst newspaper
article at nineteen years old, after which she wrote for Elite
Daily, 944 magazine, and The Denver Post. She also spent
three years working at HarperCollins Publishers across all
of its imprints, working on both nonﬁction and ﬁction books.
A member of the Communications Committee of Girls Write
Now, a NYC mentorship nonproﬁt, Barraco lives in New
York City.
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August 2015

Not by Accident
Samantha Dunn
Description:
After suffering a nearly fatal riding accident, lifelong klutz
Samantha Dunn felt compelled to examine just what it was
inside herself—and other people—that invited carelessness
and injury.
Samantha Dunn used to live for the feeling of wind blowing
in her hair and the powerful intoxication of her horse’s
steady gallop. A tug of Harley’s leathery reins could instantly
eradicate mounting bills, unﬁnished work, and the reality of
a troubled marriage from her mind. But one day, as she was
leading Harley across a stream in a picturesque California
canyon, he panicked, knocked her to the ground, and
trampled her—nearly severing her leg in the process.

Publication Date: August 11, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
230 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-832-3
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-833-0
“Dunn’s clear prose and lively recall of
her calamities make for an effortless
read.”
— People

“I loved this book.”
— Rosie O’Donnell

“Witty, smart, droll, moving, and
always entertaining, Dunn’s book is
nothing short of a thoroughly enjoyable
triumph…”
— The Oregonian

Dunn had always been “accident prone”—but in the
aftermath of this incident, she began to analyze the details
of her life and her propensity for accidents. Was she really
just a klutz? Or could there be some underlying emotional
reason she was always putting her life in danger? A blend of
personal narrative and of research about what drives some
people to have more accidents than others, Not by Accident
is an insightful, incisive memoir that helps bridge the gap
in understanding that exists on the concept of accident
proneness.

about the author:
Samantha Dunn is the author of Failing Paris, a ﬁnalist for the
PEN West Fiction Award in 2000, and the memoir Faith in Carlos
Gomez: A Memoir of Salsa, Sex, and Salvation. Her essays have
appeared in numerous national publications, including the Los
Angeles Times, O Magazine, Ms., and Salon. She teaches at the
Idyllwild Arts Center and in the UCLA Extension Writers Program,
where she was named 2011 Instructor of the Year. Dunn lives in
Orange, California.
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August 2015

Learning to Eat
along the Way
Margaret Bendet
Description:
After interviewing an Indian holy man, newspaper reporter
Margaret Bendet follows him in pursuit of enlightenment—
unconditional and unending joy—and ends up facing demons
that were inside her all along.
When Margaret Bendet is told to interview an Indian holy man,
she thinks it’s just another assignment—but after speaking
with him, she decides to accompany him back to his ashram,
hoping to ﬁnd enlightenment.

Publication Type:
Date: August
Book 11, 2015
Price:
$16.95
$9.95
eBook
Pub
date:Paperback/
November
3, 2015
Vendor/Author:
J.A. Wright
117 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
• ISBN
978-1-63152-991-7
Distributed
by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-997-9
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-000-6
“Learning to Eat Along the Way is
a beautifully written, engaging, and
powerfully honest memoir of one
woman’s spiritual process. Margaret
Bendet has shared a powerful
personal story of her own awakening
to the promise of Spirit, and then
revealed how she worked through
some of the deep psychological
issues that can arise on the journey.
A profoundly moving and helpful
addition to contemporary spiritual
literature.”
— Sally Kempton, author of Meditation for
the Love of It and Awakening Shakti

In Learning to Eat Along the Way, Bendet enters a world that
many have wondered about but few have seen: the milieu of a
spiritual master. Subtle experiences prompt her to embark on
this journey with “the swami,” as she calls the holy man, and to
enter into the ashram—but once there, she deals with a host
of psychological issues, including intense infatuation and lifethreatening anorexia. “Each person comes to the ashram in
order to receive something,” the swami tells her, “something to
take with you when you leave—something you can eat along
the way.” Bendet ﬁnds this to be truer than she could have
imagined.
Clear-eyed and candid, Learning to Eat Along the Way is an
honest and often surprising account of one woman’s experience
with spiritual work.

about the author:
An award-winning journalist and former features editor of
the Honolulu Star-Bulletin with a degree from Northwestern
University, Margaret Bendet has also edited a number of books
for an international yoga foundation. Currently, she lives on
Whidbey Island in Washington State, where she teaches classes
on memoir writing. After helping hundreds of people ﬁnd the voice
to tell their stories, Bendet decided that any story can be told—
even one as thorny as her own. More about her can be found on
her website, MargaretBendet.com.
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August 2015

Again and Again
Ellen Bravo
Description:
When the man who raped her roommate in college becomes
a Senate candidate, women’s rights leader Deborah
Borenstein must make a choice—one that could determine
control of the Senate, the course of a friendship, and the
fate of a marriage.
If sexual shenanigans disqualiﬁed candidates for Congress,
the US would have no government. But what if the candidate
was a pro-choice Republican supported by feminist groups—
and a college rapist whose secret could be exposed by a
leading women’s rights advocate?

Publication Date: August 11, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
258 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-939-9
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-940-5

Again and Again tells the story of Deborah Borenstein—as
an established women’s rights leader in 2010 Washington,
DC, and as a college student, thirty years earlier, whose
roommate is raped by a fellow student. The perpetrator
is now a Senate candidate who has the backing of major
feminist groups . . . which puts Deborah in a difﬁcult position.
Torn between her past and present, as the race goes on,
Deborah ﬁnds herself tested as a wife, a mother, a feminist,
and a friend.

about the author:
“Core concepts of commonsense and
feminism come to vibrant and subtle life
in Again and Again.”
— Gloria Steinem

“Ellen Bravo’s debut novel is like she
is—brave, poignant, tough, assured.
The story tugs you in, and doesn’t let
go. If you’re banished to a desert island
this coming season, take some good
sunscreen, and this novel.”
— Jacquelyn Mitchard, author of The Deep
End of the Ocean

Ellen Bravo was born in Cleveland but has lived in Wisconsin long
enough to be a diehard Green Bay Packers fan and say “c’mere
once” and “you bet.” A lifelong activist, she is the former director
of 9to5 (the group that inspired the movie) and current head of
Family Values @ Work, a network of state coalitions working for
family-friendly policies. She is the award-winning writer of three
nonﬁction books, the most recent being Taking on the Big Boys:
Or Why Feminism is Good for Families, Business, and the Nation.
Bravo lives in Milwaukee with her husband; they have two adult
sons.
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August 2015

Recipes for Redemption
Carole Bumpus
Description:
A uniquely character-centered cookbook that offers
delicious recipes—and savory stories—straight from the
pages of A Cup of Redemption.

Publication Date: August 18, 2015
Price: $19.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
136 pages
7.5” x 9.25” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-824-8
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-825-5

Recipes for Redemption: A Companion Cookbook for A
Cup of Redemption provides the promised recipes—both
French and American—culled from the pages, the times,
and the regional inﬂuences found in the historical novel A
Cup of Redemption. Told through the voices of the three
main characters—Marcelle, Sophie, and Kate—the recipes
are carefully taught in the way these women learned them:
at the knees of their mothers or grandmothers. Whether
“cuisine pauvre” (peasant cooking), “war food” from WWII,
American fare, or simply a family favorite, each recipe is
carefully described and footnoted with interesting, often
amusing culinary notes. Flavored with witty repartee and
slathered with common sense, this cookbook is ﬁlled with
heart, soul, humor, and delectable delight.

about the author:
Carole Bumpus, a retired family therapist, is the author
of the historical novel A Cup of Redemption, published
October 2014 through She Writes Press. She is a state
board and branch member of the California Writers Club’s
San Francisco/Peninsula Branch and has been published
in three CWC short-story anthologies: Fault Zone: Words
from the Edge, Fault Zone: Stepping up to the Edge, and
Fault Zone: Over the Edge. She continues to write a travel
blog taken from excerpts of her interviews with French and
Italian families, Savoring the Olde Ways, and her articles
on both food and US WWII veterans in France have been
published in the US and in France.
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August 2015

Uncovered
Leah Lax
Description:
A naïve lesbian teen in Texas is drawn into a group of
Hasidic Jews with their offers of refuge from her troubled
family and promises of eternal love. She becomes one of
them, but ultimately, as a forty-something woman, comes
to reject everything she has lived for three decades in order
to be who she truly is.

Publication Date: August 28, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
354 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-995-5
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152- 996-2
“In Uncovered, Leah Lax tells a personal
story that millions of women can
recognize. All over the world are women
whose bodies are covered, not by their
own decision, but by one of the many
patriarchal religions that by definition
rule their wombs. Leah Lax lived that life,
yet has the spirit, courage and honesty
to tell her story. It’s been said that, if one
woman told the truth, the world would
split open. If others follow
her, it just might.”
— Gloria Steinem

In Uncovered, Leah Lax tells her story—beginning as a
young teen who left her liberal, secular home for life as
a Hasidic Jew, and ending as a forty-something woman
who has to abandon the only world she’s known for thirty
years in order to achieve personal freedom. In understated,
crystalline prose, Lax details her experiences with
arranged marriage, cult-like faith, and motherhood during
her years with the Hasidim, and explores how her creative,
sexual, and spiritual longings simmer beneath the surface
throughout her time there.
The ﬁrst book to tell the story of a gay woman who spent
thirty adult years in the Hasidic fold, Uncovered is the
moving story of Lax’s long journey toward ﬁnding a home
where she truly belongs.

about the author:
Leah Lax’s ﬁction and nonﬁction has won awards and has
been published in numerous anthologies and publications,
print and online, including Dame, Lilith, and Salon. Her work
for stage has been reviewed in The New York Times and
Rolling Stone magazine, and has been broadcast on NPR.
She has an MFA in creative writing from the University of
Houston.
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September 2015

Gap Year Girl
MARIANNE C. BOHR
Description:
Thirty-plus years after ﬁrst backpacking through Europe,
Marianne Bohr and her husband leave their lives behind
and take off on a yearlong quest for adventure.
In the 1960s and ’70s, thousands of baby boomers strapped
packs to their backs and ﬂocked to Europe, wandering the
continent on missions of self-discovery. Many of these
boomers still dream of “going back”—of once again cutting
themselves free and revisiting the places they encountered
in their youth, recapturing what was, and creating fresh
memories along the way. Marianne Bohr and her husband,
Joe, did just that.

Publication Date: September 1, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
372 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-820-0
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-821-7
“An absorbing rundown of a cultural
odyssey bursting with insights and quiet
truths, which the author absorbed, way
out there, without a guide, and often
intuitively—some might even say through
her pores. Thanks to Gap Year Girl, Ms.
Bohr’s travel universe and the way it’s
recorded are an inspiration to thousands
of baby boomers who are coming to
realize that it’s possible not only to
dream Don Quixote’s Impossible Dream,
but to make it come true.”
— Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince,
coauthors of many dozens of Frommer’s
best-selling guides

In Gap Year Girl, Bohr describes what it’s like to kiss your job
good-bye, sell your worldly possessions, pack your bags,
and take off on a quest for adventure. Page by page, she
engagingly recounts the experiences, epiphanies, highs,
lows, struggles, surprises, and lessons learned as she
and Joe journey as independent travelers on a budget—
through medieval villages and bustling European cities,
unimaginable culinary pleasures, and the entertaining (and
sometimes infuriating) characters encountered along the
way. Touching on universal themes of escape, adventure,
freedom, discovery, and life reimagined, Gap Year Girl
is an exciting account of a couple’s experiences on an
unconventional, past the-blush-of-youth journey.

about the author:
Marianne C. Bohr, freelance writer and editor, married her high
school sweetheart and travel partner. With their two grown children,
she follows her own advice and travels at every opportunity.
Marianne lives outside Washington, DC, where, after decades in
publishing, she followed her Francophile muse to teach middle
school French. Gap Year Girl is her ﬁrst book.
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September 2015

Little Woman in Blue
Jeannine Atkins
Description:
A ﬁctionalized account of a real-life rivalry between two
sisters who crave wealth, fame, and travel at a time when
women are expected to be content with a humble home
life: May and Louisa Alcott.

Publication Date: September 8, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
344 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-987-0
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-988-7

May Alcott spends her days sewing blue shirts for Union
soldiers, but she dreams of painting a masterpiece—which
many say is impossible for a woman—and of ﬁnding love,
too. When she reads her sister’s wildly popular novel,
Little Women, she is stung by Louisa’s portrayal of her as
“Amy,” the youngest of four sisters who trades her desire
to succeed as an artist for the joys of hearth and home.
Determined to prove her talent, May makes plans to move
far from Massachusetts and make a life for herself with
room for both watercolors and a wedding dress. Can she
succeed? And if she does, what price will she have to pay?
Based May Alcott’s letters and diaries, as well as memoirs
written by her neighbors, Little Woman in Blue puts May at
the center of the story she might have told about sisterhood
and rivalry in an extraordinary family.

about the author:
“At last, a book about the other artistic
Alcott sister. May Alcott, dismissed
in Little Women as the pampered
youngest March sister Amy, explodes
onto the pages of this wonderful novel
as a real and hugely likeable woman,
passionate about life, art, and adventure,
and struggling to make sense of her
relationship with an older sister who will
never appreciate her for who she really
is. Thank you, Jeannine, for giving Amy
March a voice of her own!”
— Gabrielle Donnelly, author of The Little
Women Letters

Jeannine Atkins is the author of books for young readers
featuring women in history, including Borrowed Names:
Poems about Laura Ingalls Wilder, Madam C. J. Walker,
Marie Curie and their Daughters. She is an adjunct professor
at Simmons College and the University of MassachusettsAmherst. She welcomes readers to visit her online at www.
jeannineatkins.com.
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September 2015

Just the Facts
Ellen Sherman
Description:
The ’70s come alive in this poignant and humorous story
of a fearful rookie reporter at a small-town newspaper who
uncovers a big-time scandal.

Publication Date: September 8, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
194 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-993-1
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-994-8
“Brimming with an ardor for writing and great
literature, rookie reporter Nora Plowright
unearths a major political scandal, but
discovers that her passion for storytelling,
and compassion for the people she covers,
often conflict with her job. Nora’s emotional
odyssey is captivating as she grapples with
the fallibility of daily journalism, her parents’
foibles, religion, and a steady stream of
potential boyfriends. Those of us who have
labored in the trenches of journalism will
savor Nora’s triumphs (front-page bylines!)
and wince at her disasters, which so many of
us have experienced.”
— William K. Marimow, two-time PulitzerPrize-winning journalist and editor of The
Philadelphia Inquirer

When English major Nora Plowright ﬁnds herself staring at
college graduation as if at the edge of a cliff, she decides to
become a newspaper reporter—and right away, she manages
to get a job at a local paper (which you could still do in 1978).
Although fearful by nature, Nora pursues a tip from a stranger
and soon is investigating corruption at the Maryland State
Highway Authority regarding the controversial placement
of a major highway. The developing scandal, with its shady
“players,” tests both her budding reportorial skills and her
appetite for danger, while her passion for storytelling makes it
increasingly difﬁcult for her to stick to the facts.
Honest and humorous, Just the Facts is a coming-of-age novel
about ﬁnding one’s way in the real world that will resonate
with anyone who has struggled with ﬁguring out what to do
when she or he grows up.

about the author:
Ellen Sherman received her MFA from the University of
Iowa’s Writers’ Workshop, and has worked as a journalist,
editor, and teacher. She also has worked as a proofreader,
tutor, Girl Scout cookie counter, and training coordinator for
literacy volunteers—all afternoon positions so that she could
write in the mornings. Her ﬁrst published novel was Monkeys
on the Bed. Besides writing, her passions are choral singing,
playing tennis, traveling, sampling new candy, and most of all,
hanging out with family and friends.
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September 2015

Beautiful Affliction
Lene Fogelberg
Description:
The true story of a young woman’s struggle to raise a
family while her body slowly deteriorates as the result of an
undetected fatal heart disease.

Publication Date:
September 15, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
352 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-985-6
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-986-3
“Lene Fogelberg’s memoir of living with
an undiagnosed malfunctioning heart
since childhood is a testament to the
power of love. She allows us, the lucky
reader, access to her innermost fears and
guilts, offering up her story with such
beautiful prose that one is enticed to
linger over each word.”

Lene Fogelberg is dying—she is sure of it—but no doctor in
Sweden, her home country, believes her. Love stories enfold
her, with the man who will become her husband, with her
enchanting surroundings, and later, with her two precious
daughters. But despite her happiness, the question she has
carried in her heart since childhood—Will I die young?—is
closing in, threatening all she holds dear, even her sanity.
When her young family moves to the US, an answer, a
diagnosis, is ﬁnally found: she is in the last stages of a fatal
congenital heart disease. But is it too late?
Unﬂinchingly honest and often harrowing, Beautiful Afﬂiction
is an inspiring account of growing up and living on the verge
of death—and of the beauty, harshness, loneliness, and,
ultimately, unbending love that can be found there.

about the author:
Lene Fogelberg is an award-winning poet and double
open-heart surgery survivor. Born in Sweden, she currently
lives with her family in Indonesia, where she is working on
a novel that takes place in Jakarta. Learn more at www.
lenefogelberg.com.

— Rossandra White, award-winning author of
Loveyoubye
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September 2015

The Beauty of What
Remains
SUSAN JOHNSON HADLER
Description:
Susan Johnson Hadler goes on a quest to ﬁnd out who the
missing people in her family were—and what happened to
them—and succeeds in reuniting a family shattered for four
generations.

Publication Date: September 15, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
236 pages
6” x 9” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-007-5
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-008-2
“With courage and heart, Susan Hadler
embarks upon a difficult journey to find
the lost and forgotten members of her
fragmented family. Her unique blend of
talents—equal parts writer, psychologist,
and bloodhound hot on the trail—make
for highly engaging and relatable
reading. No one who reads this book will
ever look at his or her own family history
the same way again.”
— David A. Lande, National Geographic senior
researcher and author of I Was with Patton

Where are they now, the lost, the forgotten? With the
love in her mother’s silence as her guide, Susan Johnson
Hadler began a quest to ﬁnd out who the missing people in
her family were and what happened to them. The search
led her to Germany, where her father was killed just before
the end of WWII; then to a Buddhist monastery in France,
where she learned new ways to relate to life and death;
and ultimately to a state mental hospital in Ohio, where
her family had abandoned her mother’s older sister years
earlier. She believed that her aunt had died—but Hadler, to
her great surprise, found her still alive at age ninety-four.
And the story didn’t end there.
Captivating and often heart-wrenching, The Beauty of
What Remains is a story of liberating a family from secrets,
ghosts, and untold pain; of reuniting four generations
shattered by shame and fear; and of ﬁnding the ineffable
beauty in what remains.

about the author:
Susan Johnson Hadler, PhD is the co-author, with Ann
Bennett Mix, of Lost in the Victory, a book that broke the
silence surrounding mention of fathers who died in WWII
and how their deaths affected their children. She has
published articles in the Washingtonian, Reader’s Digest,
and The Mindfulness Bell, and appeared in the Ancestors
series on PBS. She formerly lived and taught in Tanzania,
East Africa. Hadler worked for over twenty years as a
psychotherapist in Washington, DC.
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September 2015

Changed by Chance
Elizabeth Barker
Description:
When her dreams of parenthood and becoming a career mom
take a nightmarish twist, Elizabeth Barker has to learn how to
summon her inner warrior—for her and her family’s survival.
Elizabeth Barker has spent years planning and working hard
to achieve her version of the American dream—a dream that is
supposed to culminate in parenthood and the role of supermom.
But when her ﬁrst child is born with Down syndrome and an
accompanying fatal heart condition that requires immediate and
future surgery, her perfect plans are turned upside down.

Publication Date: September 15, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
194 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-810-1
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-811-8
“This stunningly honest and intimate
memoir is a moving and inspiring
testament to the enduring power of love
to strengthen us and heal us after even
the most challenging of obstacles have
been thrown our way. Liz Barker is the
mom we all would wish to be.”
— Emily Perl Kingsley, Sesame Street
writer for 45 years

Barker’s new reality is a detoured journey that feels more like
an obstacle course of life-threatening encounters, medical
mishaps, and a seemingly unending number of hardships. From
the moment of her daughter’s birth, she is taught unrelenting life
lessons that no schooling or formal education could ever teach:
how to live and love unconditionally; how to battle health care
providers and medical insurance carriers for proper care and
coverage; how to advocate for a sick loved one; how to navigate
the unfamiliar world of special needs care and education; and
how to keep her sanity and some semblance of her former self
alive and well along the way. And that, to her great dismay, is
only the beginning.
Poignant and inspiring, Changed by Chance is a courageous
story of soul-searching introspection about acquiring the
necessary life skills to survive and thrive. Barker credits her
success to trusting her intuition and learning to accept the
mystical interventions that helped her along the way—and how,
through these experiences, she became her own life champion.

about the author:
Elizabeth Barker is a Philadelphia native and a lifelong resident
of the City of Brotherly Love. She has been a career mom and
ﬁnancial advisor for most of her adult life. For the past ﬁve
years, she has been chosen as a “Five Star Wealth Manager”
by Philadelphia Magazine. She has been a guest on several
local radio and TV shows regarding her unique story. To keep
her mind, body, and spirit in synch, Barker is a dedicated yoga
practitioner.
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September 2015

South of Everything
Audrey Taylor Gonzalez
Description:
A powerful parable about the changing South after World
War II, told through the eyes of young white woman whose
friendship with her parents’ black servant, Old Thomas,
initiates her into a world of magic and spiritual richness.

Publication Date: September 15, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
228 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-949-8
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-984-9
“When I was a young black girl I knew
my place was on the ‘other side of the
track’ of limited opportunities. And then
there was Missy Sara, that other girl,
who was rebuked for her cosmopolitan
imagination and urban dreams and was
raised up in high cotton, separate and
unequaled, asking questions that whites
disregarded. That’s just the way it was—
with her and for me. This story will take
you south of everything.”
— Deanie Parker, African American singer/
songwriter and former CEO of Stax Records
and the Soulsville Foundation

Set in 1940s Germantown, Tennessee, South of Everything
is a magical coming-of-age story about the daughter of
a plantation-owning family, who, despite her privileged
background, ﬁnds more in common with “the help” than her
own family. Sara develops a special kinship with her parents’
servant Old Thomas, who introduces her to the mysterious
Lolololo Tree—a magical, mystical tree with healing powers
that she discovers is wiser than any teacher or parent or
priest—and, in doing so, opens her eyes to the religious and
racial prejudice of her surroundings.
A universal coming-of-age tale about questioning the world
around us and ﬁnding our own truth, South of Everything will
appeal to anyone who’s ever dreamed of stepping beyond the
safe boundaries of the world they know.

about the author:
Reverend Audrey Taylor Gonzalez was born in Memphis,
Tennessee in 1939. In the span of her long life, she’s been
a journalist, TV host, art gallery owner, racehorse breeder,
mountain climber, world traveler, breast cancer survivor,
and the ﬁrst woman to be ordained to holy orders in the
Southern Cone of South America at Uruguay’s Holy Trinity
Cathedral in Montevideo. She is the author of three books,
the ﬁctional memoir The Lolololo Tree and two collections of
writings and homilies, Sermons and Such and The Shady
Place. South of Everything is her ﬁrst novel. She resides
in Memphis, Tennessee. For more about her, visit: www.
audreytaylorgonzalez.org.
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September 2015

Secrets in Big
Sky Country
Mandy Smith
Description:
A bold and unvarnished memoir about the shattering
consequences of familial sexual abuse—and the strength it
takes to overcome them.

Publication Date:
22, 2015
Type:September
Book
Price:
$16.95
eBook
Pub
date:Paperback/
November$9.95
3, 2015
Vendor/Author:
J.A. Wright
264 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
• ISBNDistributed
978-1-63152-991-7
by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-814-9
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-815-6
“Mandy Smith’s story is a shattering
account of a stolen childhood. By the
end of her memoir, we see up close what
true courage looks like—it is simply
amazing that that girl survived, healed,
and ultimately chose love. That the
reader comes away feeling hopeful is
Smith’s gift to us.”
— Valentina Gnup, author of A Certain
Piece of Sky and Sparrow Octaves

Beginning at age three, Mandy’s stepfather begins to molest
her. When she ﬁnally breaks the family’s code of silence at
age fourteen, she is shunned—abandonment that leads her
down a dark path. When she ﬁnds herself pregnant as the
result of rape, the deep love she feels for her unborn baby
surprises her—and gives her hope for the future. But just as
she is in the midst of making plans for their new life together,
her parents perform one ﬁnal act of deception—a betrayal
that sends her into an abyss of depression, disordered
eating, and PTSD.
Raw and intense, Secrets in Big Sky Country offers a
disturbing portrait of the repercussions of familial sexual
abuse—and an inspiring model for how survivors can rise
above their shame and secrets and ﬁnd a place of healing.

about the author:
Today, Mandy Smith is a writer, gardener, and animal lover
who resides in Portland, OR. She is an advocate for victims
of child abuse, sexual assault, and domestic abuse. A ﬁnalist
in She Writes Press’s 2014 Memoir Discovery Contest,
Secrets in Big Sky Country is her ﬁrst book. Visit Mandy
at her at her blog: https://healingbeyondsurvival.wordpress.
com.
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October 2015

Red Eggs and Good Luck
Angela Lam
Description:
A Chinese American girl struggles to discover her identity
as the daughter of a Chinese father and a German Catholic
mother.

Publication Date: October 6, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
256 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-005-1
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-006-8
“Red Eggs and Good Luck is the kind of
honest, beautifully written memoir that
will have you staying up way too late
turning pages.”

In China, girls are bad luck and are often drowned. But
Angela and her sisters are lucky. They are born in America
and allowed to live two lives in one world: eating dim sum
and praying the rosary; studying hard at school and playing
make-believe with their dolls. With a Chinese father who
loves consumerism and an American mother determined
to give her daughters the opportunities she was denied,
Angela and her sisters grow up celebrating both their
Chinese heritage and their American culture. But when
their father suddenly becomes ill, Angela begins to question
the limits of luck and the power of prayer—and to wonder
whether she will ever ﬁnd the courage to be herself.

about the author:
Angela Lam is a writer and artist who lives in Northern
California. She is the author of a collection of short stories,
The Human Act and Other Stories, and three novels
(published under Angela Lam Turpin). Red Eggs and Good
Luck won the 2003 Mary Tanenbaum Award for creative
nonﬁction and She Writes Press’s 2014 Memoir Discovery
Contest.

— Jennifer Fulwiller, bestselling author of
Something Other Than God
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October 2015

The Black Velvet Coat
JILL G. HALL

Description:
When the current owner of a black velvet coat—a San
Francisco artist in search of inspiration—and the original
owner, a 1960s heiress who ﬂed her afﬂuent life ﬁfty years
earlier, cross paths, their lives are forever changed . . . for
the better.
Twenty-eight-year-old struggling San Francisco artist Anne
McFarland is determined to get a one-woman show, even
though no one, including herself, believes she can do it.
But when she buys a coat at a thrift shop with a key in
its pocket, strange, even magical, occurrences begin to
unfold, and she is inspired to create her best work ever.
Publication Date: October 6, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
350 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-009-9
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-010-5
“Jill G. Hall has created a novel with
two unforgettable characters whose
lives, though generations apart, are
inexplicably intertwined, which gives you
the qualities you want in a great story—
mystery, suspense, and romance.”
— Judy Reeves, author of Wild Women,
Wild Voices

Fifty years earlier, it’s 1963, and the coat’s original owner,
young heiress Sylvia Van Dam, is headed toward a
disastrous marriage with a scoundrel. In a split-second
reaction, she does the unimaginable, which propels her
destiny out of alignment and sends her on a trip of selfdiscovery to nature-ﬁlled Northern Arizona.
When Anne and Sylvia’s lives intersect, they are both
forced to face their fears—and in the process, they realize
their true potential.

about the author:
Jill G. Hall facilitates creativity groups for artists of all types
and curates exhibitions at Inspirations Gallery, NTC at
Liberty Station. Her poems have been published in A Year
in Ink, Wild Women, Wild Voices, City Works Press, Serving
House Journal, and The Avocet. She resides in San Diego
with her husband, Jerry, and beagle-bassett, Lucy. Learn
more at www.jillghall.com.
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October 2015

Meeting in the Margins
Cynthia Trenshaw
Description:
From homeless encampments under the viaducts of San
Francisco to emergency rooms and nursing homes in
the Midwest, Cynthia Trenshaw ﬁnds the courage to see,
touch, and be radically present for the people our society
says should remain “invisible.”

Publication Date: October 6, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
208 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-816-3
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-817-0

When Cynthia Trenshaw, recently widowed, moves to
Berkeley, she thinks the reason she has transplanted
herself is to earn her master’s degree in theology. But when,
step by unexpected step, she is drawn into the cultural
borderlands where society’s “invisible people” reside, she
encounters dispossessed and demanding teachers not
listed on any academic roster—and becomes immersed in
a heady curriculum of helplessness and joy, wisdom and
pain.
A book that encourages readers to receive the generosity
and reciprocity of the margins, Meeting in the Margins
offers guidance for how we can all, as individuals, begin to
repair the rift between the margins and the mainstream of
society—simply by being profoundly present.

about the author:
“A beautifully written, challenging, and
thought-provoking book, one that truly
leads us to insights and recognitions that
make it possible to contemplate a world
that works for all. I haven’t seen anything
like it. Trenshaw’s book contributes to
helping us see the world at the margins
with clarity.”
— Margaret J. Wheatley, author of So Far From
Home, Perseverance, Turning to One Another,
and Leadership and the New Science

Cynthia Trenshaw has earned national certiﬁcation as a hospital
chaplain and as a massage therapist. She holds WA state
certiﬁcations as a professional guardian, guardian ad litem, and
nursing assistant-registered. She holds a master’s degree in
theology (MTh) from the Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley.
Three chapters from Meeting in the Margins have been published
in an anthology and a literary journal, and her essays and poetry
have been published in a variety of magazines and journals over
the past ten years. She blogs regularly at www.cynthiatrenshaw.
com.
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October 2015

All the Ghosts
Dance Free
Terry Cameron Baldwin
Description:
A poetic memoir that explores the legacy of alcoholism and
teen suicide in one woman’s life—and her efforts to create
an authentic existence in the face of that legacy.

Publication Date: October 13, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
314 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-822-4
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-823-1
“This is a wonderful read from a gifted
writer. Baldwin paints vivid portraits of
her characters and the world around
them with a masterful use of language
and syntax. It’s a captivating look not
only at the colorful personalities that
populate the author’s world but also the
values, views, and quirks that distinguish
them. In short, a fascinating glimpse
at an extraordinary life of compelling
relationships.”
— Richard Daniel, book editor for
the Beverly Hills Post

A sweeping exploration of beginnings and endings, loss and
letting go, All the Ghosts Dance Free takes readers on a
journey through author Terry Cameron Baldwin’s life: from
her childhood in a privileged but unstable enclave on the
coast of Southern California, through her adolescence in
Palm Springs and coming of age in San Francisco at the
height of the sixties psychedelic revolution, and ultimately
to her life as an ex-pat in Mexico. Struggling to deal with the
death of her parents, as well as questions about her own
mortality, Baldwin embarks upon a pilgrimage to a small
town in Morocco—where, she ﬁnds, all of the ghosts dance
free.

about the author:
Terry Cameron Baldwin is originally from California, where
she received a BA in psychology and a BFA in painting and
printmaking from Sierra Nevada College in Lake Tahoe. She
has worked as a stained glass artisan, painter, printmaker,
jeweler, and calligrapher. She has lived in San Miguel de
Allende, Mexico since 2006. She is active on Facebook,
and her website is www.terrycameronbaldwin.com.
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October 2015

The Island of
Worthy Boys

Connie Hertzberg Mayo
Description:
In early-19th-century Boston, two adolescent boys escape
arrest after accidentally killing a man by conning their way
into an island school for boys—a perfect place to hide, as
long as they can keep their web of lies from unraveling.

Publication Date:
Type:October
Book 13, 2015
Price:
$16.95
$9.95
eBook
Pub
date:Paperback/
November
3, 2015
362 pages
Vendor/Author:
J.A. Wright
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
• ISBN
978-1-63152-991-7
Distributed
by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-001-3
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-002-0
“Connie Mayo’s fast-paced novel, The
Island of Worthy Boys, transports you to
the pungent gritty streets of nineteenthcentury Boston where two unlikely
delinquent heroes lurk. Fair warning:
they will steal your heart. Mayo’s
dramatic flair, psychological insight, and
mastery of nineteenth-century Boston
make for a remarkable debut novel that
reads like the work of a seasoned pro.
Unforgettable.”

In Boston at the turn of the century, two indigent adolescent
boys, Aidan and Charles, are brought together by a common
desire: earning enough money each day to feed themselves
(and, in Aidan’s case, his mother and sister). Together,
they achieve this goal by robbing drunken sailors in the
brothel district of the city—until one night they accidently
kill their victim. To avoid arrest, they leave the city, conning
their way into an island school that only accepts boys with
squeaky-clean pasts. But the pressure of keeping their
stories straight soon fractures their friendship—and when
the cracks begin to show, they ﬁnd out that they are not as
safe from the law as they had hoped.

about the author:
Connie Hertzberg Mayo came to Massachusetts to get
a literature degree from Tufts University, and never left.
She ﬁrst learned about Thompson Island shortly after
graduation and immediately knew it was a great setting for
a work of ﬁction, but it took twenty years and the rise of the
Internet to make her feel like she could start researching
and writing. She works as a systems analyst and lives in
southern Massachusetts with her husband, two children,
two cats, and her heirloom tomato garden.

— Katherine Keenum, author of
Where the Light Falls
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October 2015

Things Unsaid
DIANA Y. PAUL
Description:
A family saga of three generations ﬁghting over money and
obligation, Things Unsaid is a tale of survival, resilience,
and recovery.

Publication Date: October 13, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
246 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-812-5
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-813-2
“At first blush it appears to be a
classic dysfunctional-family novel. Yet
Things Unsaid is written by a scholar
of Buddhism. And so, under its skin,
it is a lively, accessible meditation on
redemption, and on the transformative
value of good intention and deed.”

Jules, her sister Joanne, and her brother Andrew all grew
up in the same household—but their varying views of and
reactions to their experiences growing up have made them
all very different people. Now, as adults with children of
their own, they are all faced with the question of what to do
to help their parents, who insist on maintaining the upscale
lifestyle they’re accustomed to despite their mounting debts.
A deft exploration of the ever-shifting covenants between
parents and children, Things Unsaid is a ferocious tale of
family love, dysfunction, and sense of duty over forty years.

about the author:
Diana Y. Paul was born in Akron, Ohio and is a graduate of
Northwestern University, with a degree in both psychology
and philosophy, and of the University of Wisconsin–Madison,
with a PhD in Buddhist studies. She is the author of three
books on Buddhism, one of which has been translated into
Japanese and German (Women in Buddhism, University of
California Press), and her short stories have appeared in
a number of literary journals. She lives in Carmel, CA with
her husband and two cats, Neko and Mao.

— Rebecca Coffey, author of Hysterical:
Anna Freud’s Story
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October 2015

The Doctor and
The Stork
K.K. Goldberg
Description:
A mother’s compelling story of her post-IVF, high-risk
pregnancy with twins—the very deﬁnition of a modern
medical babymaking experience.
There are more than 150,000 twin births every year, and
more than ﬁve million IVF babies have been born since the
technology’s inception. But current books about IVF and
twin gestation focus primarily on survival strategies and
medical expertise, leaving a huge gap to be ﬁlled: reﬂection
upon the emotional journey between high-tech conception
and high-risk birth.

Publication Date: October 20, 2015
Price: $19.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
280 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-830-9
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-831-6

In The Doctor and The Stork, K.K. Goldberg examines
the complications of double gestation—some emotional,
some physical—from a mother’s ﬁrsthand point of view,
capturing the struggles common to the experience without
sugarcoating the tribulations, but nevertheless offering
humor, insight, and hope. Compelling and highly relatable,
The Doctor and The Stork, in its laying bare of this modern
mode of babymaking, does what Anne Lamott’s Operating
Instructions did for parents two decades ago: tells the truth,
invites laughter, and sheds light.

about the author:
MacDowell Fellow and MFA graduate K.K. Goldberg’s writing has
been published in The New York Times and in numerous literary
journals and anthologies, including The Sun, The Gettysburg
Review, The Alaska Quarterly Review, and Best Women’s Travel
Writing 2009. A regular contributor to Hufﬁngton Post Parents,
her essays are consistently featured, garnering many thousands
of responses from parents and doctors. She recently appeared
in a segment of Hufﬁngton Post Live about infertility. A native of
Bethesda, Maryland, Kathryn lives in Berkeley with her husband,
twin toddlers, and a mischievous bichon.
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October 2015

Fourteen

Leslie Johansen Nack
Description:
Leslie is fourteen in 1975 when she and her two teenage
sisters batten down the hatches on their forty-ﬁve-foot
sailboat to navigate from San Diego to French Polynesia—a
difﬁcult journey that also puts them at the mercy of the
stormy temper of their abusive, larger-than-life Norwegian
father and captain.

Publication Date: October 20, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
300 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-941-2
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-942-9
“Fourteen is the riveting story of a
girl and her sisters coming of age and
struggling to survive staggering odds as
her father pursues his dream of sailing
his own boat to Tahiti. This book totally
captures the intrigue and romance of
arriving under sail in the South Pacific
during the mid-’70s.”
— John Neal, Offshore Cruising Companion
and author of Log of the Mahina

Leslie Johansen Nack’s mother is an alcoholic, diagnosed
with mental instabilities. So when she and her husband—a
temperamental, passionate Norwegian man—divorce, it
comes as no surprise to Leslie and her sisters that their
father assumes full custody. But Leslie quickly learns the
dark side of being Dad’s favorite: within two years of the
divorce, when she’s nine, he begins to abuse her.
When Leslie is twelve, the family moves from their rustic
ranch in Northern California to a forty-ﬁve-foot sailboat in
Southern California to prepare for the trip of their father’s
dreams—a voyage to French Polynesia. After two years
of preparation and training, driven by her father’s tyranny,
Leslie is fourteen—no longer the little girl she was when her
father’s abuse began—and ready to stand up for herself.
Intense and inspiring, Fourteen is a coming-of-age adventure
story about a young girl who comes into her own power,
ﬁghts back against abuse, becomes an accomplished sailor,
and falls in love with the ocean and the natural world.

about the author:
Leslie Johansen Nack graduated UCLA with a BA in English
literature. She is a member of the National Association of
Memoir Writers and San Diego Writers Ink. She lives in San
Diego and has two children with her husband of twenty-ﬁve
years.
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October 2015

Lum

Libby Ware
Description:
In Depression-era Appalachia, an intersex woman without
a home of her own plays the role of maiden aunt to her
relatives—until an unexpected series of events gives her
the opportunity to change her fate.

Publication Date: October 20, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
224 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-003-7
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-004-4
“Lum is an engaging portrait of a village
in the Virginia Blue Ridge during the
Great Depression. Lum’s courageous
journey to selfhood is profound and
moving, and a metaphor for the process
of self-acceptance necessary for anyone
who doesn’t fit into traditional social
norms.”
— Lisa Alther, author of Kinfolks

Lum has always been on the outside. At eight, she was
diagnosed with what we now call an intersex condition and
is told she can’t expect to marry. Now, at thirty-three, she
has no home of her own but is shuttled from one relative’s
house to another—valued for her skills, but never treated
like a true member of the family. Everything is turned upside
down, however, when the Blue Ridge Parkway is slated to
come through her family’s farmland. As people take sides in
the ﬁght, the community begins to tear apart—culminating
in an act of violence and subsequent betrayal by opponents
of the new road. However, the Parkway brings opportunities
as well as loss.

about the author:
Libby Ware lived the ﬁrst ﬁve years of her life in West
Virginia, and spent some childhood summers in the Blue
Ridge Mountains of West Virginia. She is the owner of
Toadlily Books, an antiquarian book business, and is also a
book collector. The beginning of Lum, excerpted as a short
story, “The Circuit,” was published in Feminist Studies in
2009, and was a ﬁnalist in the Poets & Writers Award for
Georgia Writers, judged by Jennifer Egan. Ware lives in
Atlanta with her two dogs, Tilly and Robin, and a mile away
from her partner, Charlene Ball.
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November 2015

The Great Bravura
Jill Dearman
Description:
Who killed Susie—or did she actually disappear? That’s
the mystery the Great Bravura, a dashing lesbian magician
living in a fantastical and noirish 1947 New York City, must
solve—before she goes to the electric chair.

Publication Date: November 3, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
256 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-989-4
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-990-0
“Brutal and magical and sexy as all
hell. Dearman’s noir voice shatters
boundaries I never knew existed.”
— Augusten Burroughs, New York Times
best-selling author of Running With Scissors,
Dry, and Magical Thinking

“A rich, noirish picture of olde New
York with a punk sensibility that rocks
the senses. Dearman’s characters are
twisted, doomed, and filled with a lust for
life.”
— Roberta Bayley, editor of Punk Magazine
and author of Punk, Patti Smith, and Blank
Generation Revisited

Since adolescence, Bravura and salt-of-the-earth Susie
have been partners in magic and best friends, as well as
occasional bedmates. But when the two performers hire the
mysterious and alluring Lena as a third banana to jazz up
the act, Bravura falls madly in love. Lena believes in magic—
and not just the rabbit-out-of-a-hat kind. She encourages
Bravura to believe in her own supernatural powers, and
when Susie balks, conﬂict ensues. Things really go south
during the classic “Disappearing Box” act, when Susie
disappears for real. With her pal presumed dead, and
Bravura the prime suspect, the magician must act quickly to
ﬁnd Susie—hopefully alive! To prove her innocence, Bravura
must uncover the holes in her own story—even if it means
incriminating herself, and her precious Lena, in the process.

about the author:
Jill Dearman is the author of Bang the Keys (Penguin), a book
for writers, as well as Queer Astrology for Men and Queer
Astrology for Women (St. Martins), which will be reissued
by MacMillan. She is a broadly published journalist and
award-winning prose writer whose work has been published
in New York Stories, North Atlantic Review, The Portland
Review, Lilith, and numerous other publications. A native
New Yorker, mystic-about-town, and lifelong ﬁlm fanatic,
she enjoys taking imaginative forays along the seedy side
of the street. For more, visit www.jilldearman.com.
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How to Grow an Addict
J.A. Wright
Description:
A compelling coming-of-age story outlining a young woman’s
progression into drug addiction.
Randall Grange has been tricked into admitting herself into
a treatment center and she doesn’t know why. She’s not a
party hound like the others in her therapy group—but then
again, she knows she can’t live without pills or booze.

Publication Date: November 3, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
298 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-991-7
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-992-4

Raised by an abusive father, a detached mother, and a loving
aunt and uncle, Randall both loves and hates her life. She’s
awkward and a misﬁt. Her parents introduced her to alcohol
and tranquilizers at a young age, ensuring that her teenage
years would be full of bad choices, and by the time she’s
twenty-three years old, she’s a full-blown drug addict, well
acquainted with the miraculous power chemicals have to
cure just about any problem she could possibly have—and
she’s in more trouble than she’s ever known was possible.

about the author:
J.A. Wright was raised in the Paciﬁc Northwest and moved
to New Zealand in 1990. She is the founder and director
of the World Buskers Festival (1994–2014), and the New
Zealand Jazz and Blues Festival (1997–present). With more
than thirty years in recovery from drug addiction, she’s been
crafting this novel for years.
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Mothering Through
the Darkness
EDITED BY JESSICA SMOCK AND
STEPHANIE SPRENGER
Description:
A collection of thirty powerful essays aimed at spreading
awareness and dispelling myths about postpartum depression
and perinatal mood disorders.

Publication Date:
3, 2015
Type:November
Book
Price:
eBook
Pub$16.95
date:Paperback/
November$9.95
3, 2015
Vendor/Author:
J.A. Wright
280 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
• ISBNDistributed
978-1-63152-991-7
by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-804-0
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-805-7

Approximately 1 in 7 women suffer from postpartum depression
after having a baby. Many more may experience depression during
pregnancy, postpartum anxiety, OCD, and other mood disorders.
Postpartum depression is, in fact, the most common pregnancyrelated complication—yet confusion and misinformation about
this disorder are still widespread. And these aren’t harmless
myths: the lack of clarity surrounding mothers’ mental health
challenges can have devastating effects on their well-being and
their identities as mothers, which too often leads to shame and
inadequate treatment.
In this one-of-a-kind anthology, thirty mothers break the silence to
dispel myths about postpartum mental health issues and explore
the diversity of women’s experiences. Powerful and inspiring,
Mothering Through the Darkness will comfort every mother who’s
ever felt alone, ashamed, and hopeless—and, hopefully, inspire
her to speak out.

about the EDITORS:
Jessica Smock is a writer, educator, former teacher, researcher,
and mom to a toddler son and new baby girl. She earned her
doctorate in educational policy and development from Boston
University last year and is a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of Wesleyan
University. She writes about parenting, education, and books at
her blog, School of Smock, and her writing has been featured by
Hufﬁngton Post, the Brain, Child website, Scary Mommy, iVillage,
the Chicago Tribune, and Babble. She lives in Buffalo with her
family, a Boston terrier, and a very bossy cat.
Stephanie Sprenger is a freelance writer, editor, music therapist,
and mother of two young girls. Her work has been featured in
Brain, Child magazine, Hufﬁngton Post, and Mamalode, among
other publications. She was a member of the 2013 cast of Listen
to Your Mother Denver and was named one of BlogHer’s 2014
Voices of the Year. She lives in Colorado with her family.
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Love Her, Love Her Not
EDITED BY JOANNE CRONRATH BAMBERGER
Description:
A collection of personal essays by noted women essayists and
emerging women writers that explores the question of why
Americans have a love/hate “relationship” with Hillary Clinton,
tied together by analysis and commentary by the editor.

Hillary Clinton’s name is on everyone’s lips as we head into
the 2016 presidential election. But as we know from the 2008
presidential campaign, and its outcome, Clinton evokes extreme
and varied emotions among voters in a way no other candidate
in recent memory has. But why?

Publication Date: November 3, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
256 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-806-4
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-807-1

Love Her, Love Her Not: The Hillary Paradox delves into the
nuances of our complicated feelings about one of the most
powerful women ever in American politics. In this timely
collection, editor Joanne Bamberger gathers a unique and
diverse group of writers of all ages, walks of life, and political
afﬁliations, while also providing the narrative framework through
which to view the history that’s led us to this moment in time—
the moment when voters must decide whether they can forgive
Hillary Clinton for not being the perfect candidate or the perfect
woman and ﬁnally elect our ﬁrst woman president. Timely and
fresh, Love Her, Love Her Not will provoke new conversations
and push political and cultural dialogue in the US to a new level.

about the EDITOR:
Joanne Cronrath Bamberger is an award-winning independent
journalist,
published
author,
political/media
strategist,
acknowledged expert on women and new media, and
experienced media guest on politics and social media. She is
the publisher and editor-in-chief of the award-winning digital
magazine The Broad Side, as well as the former awardwinning blog, PunditMom. Her writing has been published in
the Washington Post, USA Today, The Daily Beast, Politics
Daily, and Hufﬁngton Post, and her political commentary has
been featured on CNN, MSNBC, Fox News, XM POTUS
Radio, and more. Learn more at www.joannebamberger.com.
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Murder Under the Bridge
KATE JESSICA RAPHAEL
Description:
Rania, a Palestinian police detective with a young son,
meets cheeky Jewish-American feminist Chloe at an Israeli
checkpoint—and soon becomes embroiled in a murder case
that implicates the highest echelons of the Israeli military.

Publication Date: November 3, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
364 pages
6” x 9” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-960-3
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-961-0

When Rania—the only female Palestinian police detective
in the northern West Bank, as well as a young mother in
a rural community where many believe women should not
have such a dangerous career—discovers the body of a
foreign woman on the edge of her village, no one seems
to want her look too deeply into what’s happened. But she
ﬁnds an ally in Chloe—a gay, Jewish-American peace
worker with a camera and a big attitude—and together,
with the help of an annoying Israeli policeman, they work to
solve the murder. As they do, secrets about war crimes and
Israel’s thriving sex trafﬁcking trade begin to surface—and
Rania ﬁnds everything she holds dear in jeopardy.
Fast-paced and intricately plotted, Murder Under the Bridge
offers mystery lovers an intimate view of one of the most
fraught political conﬂicts on the planet.

about the author:
“One of the best mysteries I’ve read
in a long time. Kept me from doing ten
important things I should have been
doing because I just had to finish it! Kate
Raphael writes great women characters
and does a fantastic job of portraying the
realities of Palestinian life as background
to a gripping story.”
— Starhawk, best-selling author of The Fifth
Sacred Thing and The Spiral Dance

Kate Jessica Raphael is a San Francisco Bay Area writer,
activist, journalist, and clerical worker. She spent eighteen
months as a peace worker in Palestine and spent six weeks
in Israeli immigration prison because of her activism. She
has won a residency at Hedgebrook writer’s colony and was
once elected grand marshal of the San Francisco LGBT
Freedom Day Parade. She produces a weekly feminist
radio show that is heard throughout Northern and Central
California.
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All in Her Head
Sunny Mera
Description:
A woman’s shocking experience of orgasmic labor starts
her down the path into a delusional condition in which she
struggles to separate the real from the unreal.
As a young girl growing up in the Midwest, Sunny is taught
to think differently. Her parents are the founders of a small
Christian school that practices Socratic Discourse and
encourages its students to question everything—a lesson
Sunny embraces wholeheartedly.

Publication Date:
November 10, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
256 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-818-7
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-819-4
“What a vivid and riveting central image: the
explosion of orgiastic feeling concomitant
with childbirth—physicality that leads to a
mental split between real and delusion to
become an obsession that is almost like
a religious stigmata. For the reader, the
protagonist becomes lovable in her tenacious
struggle. The precision of the description of
her delusional states is very helpful, whether
for a reader wanting to learn or a reader
wanting to empathize.”
— Judith Carrington, media and advocacy
group chair, National Alliance on Mental
Illness, New York City

As Sunny grows older, she begins to build the life she’s
always wanted: she marries, buys a house, enrolls in
graduate school, and soon has a baby on the way. But when
she experiences the psychological phenomena of orgasmic
labor, it triggers a chain of bizarre events, and she gradually
descends into a world of delusion and paranoia. As Sunny
struggles to separate the real from the unreal, she relies
upon friends and family to ground her in truth and love—and
keep her from going over the edge into madness.

about the author:
When Sunny Mera isn’t working, she’s mothering and writing
stories. She was inspired to write All in Her Head after her
battle with postpartum depression, psychosis, delusional
disorder, and a diagnosis of severe mental illness. She
comes from a privileged, educated, stable home, the
medication she takes for her condition is effective for her,
and she has never been criminalized for her illness. She
has spent the last decade writing a narrative she can live
with.
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Make a Wish For Me
LEEANDRA M. CHERGEY
Description:
A life-changing diagnosis teaches a family that where there
is love, there is hope.

Publication Date: November 10, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
300 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-828-6
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-829-3

When LeeAndra Chergey is told that her son, Ryan, is no
longer considered “normal,” she and her family are forced
into a new way of handling the outside world. Together,
Chergey’s family and a team of carefully chosen therapists
put in years of hard work, and eventually teach Ryan to speak
and express emotions. Through it all, Chergey follows her
heart—and in the process, she learns that being “normal”
is not nearly as important as providing your child with a life
full of joy, love, and acceptance. Tender and candid, Make a
Wish For Me is a story of accepting and tackling a disability
stigmatized and misunderstood by society.

about the author:
LeeAndra M. Chergey was born in the Midwest, but grew
up in a pastoral area south of Los Angeles. She holds a BA
in English from Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo. She runs her
own home staging business. When she’s not writing, you
can ﬁnd her running, knitting, or reading. Married for twenty
years to her college sweetheart, Dan, she has two children,
Jenna and Ryan, and a black lab, Ranger. Read more about
the background of this book at www.okaysothenisaid.com.
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Soul Psalms

U-Meleni Mhlaba-Adebo
Description:
A beautiful, powerful and lyrical collection of poetry that
explores themes of identity, family, love, marriage, body
image, and self-acceptance through the lens of a crosscultural experience.

Publication Date: November 10, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
156 pages
5” x 7” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-012-9
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-013-6

Soul Psalms, a collection of poems from Zimbabwean
American poet U-Meleni Mhlaba-Adebo, is ﬁlled with lyrical
and vivid imagery that takes you on a emotional journey
toward ﬁnding self. Exploring themes of family, love, body
image, acceptance, and belonging, Mhlaba-Adebo’s words
ﬂow melodically and powerfully, bringing readers to a place
of peace. The themes in Soul Psalms may be personal, but
they appeal to a universal pull: the desire to become.

about the author:
U-Meleni Mhlaba-Adebo, whose Ndebele/Zulu name means
“What are we waiting for?” is a Boston-based Zimbabwean
American Performance Artist and Poet. She has a master’s
in education from Lesley University and more than ﬁfteen
years of experience teaching health and wellness in schools
and communities, and is presently an adjunct professor in
English at Endicott College. Her poems have been used in
ﬁlm, TV, theater, and documentaries, and published in Write
On The Dot. She is happily married and has a son.
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Postcards from the Sky
Erin Seidemann
Description:
Erin Seidemann’s tales of her her struggles, adventures, and
relationships as a woman making her way in a world very much
dominated by men: aviation.

Publication Date: November 10, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
350 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-826-2
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-827-9

The aviation world is a man’s world—it always has been, and it
continues to be so today. In fact, women make up a mere 5 to 6
percent of the total pilot population worldwide. But from the ﬁrst
time Erin Seidemann experienced what it was like to see the
world from a small plane’s perspective, she was hooked—and
she’s spent much of her time since then ﬁghting her way into
becoming one of that 5 to 6 percent. Postcards from the Sky:
Adventures of an Aviatrix tells of the struggles and adventures
one encounters as a woman in the male-dominated space of
aviation. With humor and equanimity, Seidemann recounts her
varied experiences as a female pilot—from the chauvinistic
ﬂight instructor she makes the mistake of falling in love with to
the many, many customs agents who insist she can’t possibly
be her plane’s owner (“Where’s your boyfriend?”)—while at
the same time giving insight about just what makes ﬂying so
incredible . . . and so very addictive. Frank, funny, and full of
adventure, Postcards from the Sky is an entertaining foray into
a world few women have dared enter.

about the author:
Erin Seidemann was born and raised in New Orleans in
Southeastern Louisiana, a part of the state often described
as “south of the South.” She attended Loyola University New
Orleans and graduated cum laude with a degree in English
writing. Her writing has appeared on numerous blogs, as
well as on al.com, aopa.org, laaviator.com, womenofaviation.
org, wdsu.com, and News with a Twist, as well as in Women
in Aviation magazine. She recently earned her commercial
pilot license. You can ﬁnd more of her writing at www.
agirlandherplane.com.
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Unfolding in Light
Joan Scott and Claire Scott
Description:
An elegant book of photographs, accompanied by poems,
that invite readers to discover the beauty, simplicity, and
spirituality that ﬂows through hands.

Publication Date: November 17, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
144 pages
7” x 9” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-945-0
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-946-7
“It is always a joy to look through an
extensive collection of photographs
and see a very high standard set and
adhered to . . . These pictures portray the
enormous eloquence of the human hand.
I was amazed at the range of emotional
interaction that can be expressed in
an image of a hand and the panoply of
relationships that can be communicated
. . . A most successful and worthy
undertaking.”
— Dick Bond, photographer and
astrophysicist

A collection of sixty-four black-and-white photographs
and sixty-two poems, Unfolding in Light offers a vision of
hands as images, symbols, and archetypes, allowing the
numinous to shine through the mundane. Sisters Joan Scott
and Claire Scott provides an intimate pause that gives the
reader a quiet moment to reﬂect on the meaning of everyday
hands: an ill child’s hands; a dying woman’s hands; hands
of lovers, young and old; hands at work, at play, in pain, in
prayer, and in love.

about the authors:
Joan Scott is a professional photographer whose
photographs have been in a number of juried shows, local,
national, and international. She has had a solo show in
Annapolis, Maryland and has been in three photo exhibits in
Quiet Waters Park in Annapolis. Some of her photographs
have been selected for a show at the River Gallery in
Galesville, Maryland. She lives in Edgewater, Maryland.
Claire Scott is an award-winning poet who has published
in Garbanzo, The Healing Muse, Poetry Quarterly, and
other literary magazines. She has been nominated twice
for the Pushcart Prize (2014 and 2015). She was also a
semi-ﬁnalist for both the 2014 Pangaea Prize and the 2014
Atlantis Award, and a winner of the Arizona State Poetry
Society 2013 Annual Poetry Contest. A practicing marriage
and family therapist, she lives with her family in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
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The Vitamin Solution

Dr. Romy Block and Dr. Arielle Levitan
Description:
Doctors Romy Block and Arielle Levitan cut through all of the
conﬂicting data about vitamins to provide readers with a concise,
medically sound approach to vitamin use as a means of feeling
better and enhancing health.

Publication Date: November 17, 2015
Price: $17.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
256 pages
6” x 9” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-014-3
e-ISBN: 978-1-63152-015-0

Are you confused about vitamins? Unsure of which ones you need
for optimal health, and what levels are safe? You’re not alone.
Many people’s health issues could be improved with vitamins—
if they only knew how to use them. In The Vitamin Solution,
Drs. Romy Block and Arielle Levitan provide a common-sense,
medically sound approach to using vitamins to improve your diet,
exercise plan, and overall health. In clear, accessible, language,
they explain which vitamins and supplements can be helpful,
which can be harmful, and which are altogether unnecessary;
explore health topics including migraine, hair loss, fatigue, irritable
bowel syndrome, hot ﬂashes, and more; and address preventive
care, providing insights on topics such as screening tests, weight
loss, and preserving memory. Illuminating and accessible, The
Vitamin Solution is an indispensable guide to safely incorporating
vitamins and supplements into any lifestyle—one that will leave
readers educated, informed, and armed with simple, everyday
strategies for bettering their health.

about the authors:
Romy Block, MD is a Board Certiﬁed Specialist in Endocrine and
Metabolism medicine and the co-founder of Vous Vitamin LLC.
She attended Tufts University and Tel Aviv University’s Sackler
School of Medicine. She completed residency training in Internal
Medicine at Northshore Long Island Jewish and did a fellowship
at New York University. She practices on the North Shore of
Chicago, where she specializes in thyroid disorders and pituitary
diseases.
Arielle Miller Levitan, MD is a Board Certiﬁed Internal Medicine
Physician and the co-founder of Vous Vitamin LLC. She attended
Stanford University and Northwestern University Medical School,
and has served as Chief Medical Resident for the Northwestern
University McGaw Medical Center’s Evanston Hospital Program
and as a Clinical Instructor for their medical school. She has a
special interest in women’s health and preventive medicine and
currently practices general internal medicine on the North Shore
of Chicago, where she teaches medical students on-site.
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Science of Parenthood

Norine Dworkin-McDaniel and JESSICA ZIEGLER
Description:
A satirical take on the early years of parenting that uses faux
math, snarky science, and irreverent cartoons to offer hilarious
hypotheses for parenting’s most perplexing mysteries.

Publication Date: November 17, 2015
Price: $19.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
248 pages
7.5” x 7.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-947-4
e-ISBN: 978-1063152-948-1
“Science of Parenthood’s insights and
humor are absolutely amazing!”
— Dr. Mehmet Oz, host of The Dr. Oz Show

“Science of Parenthood is laugh-out-loud
funny in a totally non-daunting format.
(Sorry, every other unread book on my
night stand!) If there’s a parent around
who doesn’t love it, I don’t want to know
them.”
— Jill Smokler, New York Times best-selling
author of Confessions of a Scary Mommy

Based on Norine Dworkin-McDaniel and Jessica Ziegler’s
popular illustrated humor blog, Science of Parenthood: Thoroughly
Unscientiﬁc Explanations for Utterly Bafﬂing Parenting Situations
takes the duo’s mix of high-brow science and low-brow humor to
a whole new level. Using their trademark brand of quirky, witty
humor, and bolstered by all kinds of slick graphs and spiffy ﬂow
charts, Dworkin-McDaniel and Ziegler dig deep into the core
sciences—biology, chemistry, physics and mathematics—to
help moms and dads everywhere solve for “y.” As in, “Y” is my
child doing that . . . that . . . THING? And please, dear lord, is
there a way to make them stop!? Anyone who’s ever wondered
why the kid who plays Minecraft for hours can’t sit still for ten
damn minutes to ﬁnish a math worksheet; who’s marveled at
how their toddler always picks the most inopportune moment to
poop; or who’s despaired of ever showering, sleeping, or ﬁnding a
moment’s peace again will ﬁnd this book a hilarious, enlightening,
and relatable read.

about the authors:
Norine Dworkin-McDaniel is the co-creator and principle writer
behind the popular illustrated math- and science-based humor
blog Science of Parenthood, named one of Parenting.com’s
“blogs every parent should read.” A longtime magazine writer,
Dworkin-McDaniel’s articles and essays have appeared in
Parents, American Baby, More, Redbook, Marie Claire, Good
Housekeeping, Woman’s Day, Food & Wine, Prevention, Readers
Digest, Fitness, Shape, Family Circle, and numerous daily
newspapers and newsweeklies. You can ﬁnd her humor writing in
several anthologies, including Have Milk Will Travel: Adventures
in Breastfeeding.
Jessica Ziegler is Science of Parenthood’s co-creator, illustrator,
web designer and contributing writer. In her “off hours,” she is
director of social web design for Vestor Logic and the writer and
illustrator of the customizable children’s book series StoryTots.
Her illustration work has appeared in The Hartford Advocate, Las
Vegas Life Magazine, and Las Vegas Weekly, as well as online
at VEGAS.com.
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Dumped

EDITED BY Nina Gaby
Description:
There are 161 million women in America today, and our
friendships are still as primary and universal as back when
Ruth and Naomi, Elizabeth and Susan B., Lucy and Ethel,
and Thelma and Louise made history. And that’s what
makes being dumped by a woman friend so excruciating:
you expect romantic relationships to break up eventually—
but you don’t expect it from your friendships. And when it
happens, you feel as though there should be an Adele song
for you—but there isn’t.

Publication date: March 3, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
230 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-954-2
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-955-9
“This remarkable collection provides an
exhilarating range of voices exploring what
happens when female friendships falter. Wise,
compassionate, and smart, each of these
essays is a revelation. Give your best friend a
copy along with a warm, thankful hug.”
— Dinty W. Moore, author of The Mindful
Writer

Dumped: Women Unfriending Women ﬁlls that void,
exploring the universal experience of being discarded
by those from whom you expected more. The essays in
Dumped aren’t stories of friendship dying a mutually agreed
upon death, or of falling out of touch and reconnecting years
later to ﬁnd you haven’t missed a beat. These are stories by
established and emerging authors who, like you, may have
found themselves erased, without context. These, like your
own, are stories that stay with you, maybe for a lifetime.

about the EDITOR:
Nina Gaby is a writer, award-winning visual artist, and
psychiatric nurse practitioner. Her essays can be found in
collections by Creative Non Fiction, Seal Press, Wising-Up
Press and several periodicals. Her ﬁction and ﬂash poems
have been published in Lilith Magazine, The Prose-Poem
Project, and two short-story collections by Paper Journey
Press, She is a guest blogger on Brevity.com and contributes
to other sites including her own, www.ninagaby.com.
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Renewable
Eileen Flanagan
Description:
At age forty-nine, Eileen Flanagan had an aching feeling
that she wasn’t living up to her potential—or her youthful
ideals. Drowning in e-mail and stuff she didn’t need, the
simple Peace Corps life of her twenties was a distant
memory, and the African country where she’d taught was in
crisis, struggling to adapt to global warming.
Renewable: One Woman’s Search for Simplicity,
Faithfulness, and Hope is the story of a spiritual writer and
mother of two who returned alone to southern Africa to try
to help change the world—and unexpectedly found the
courage to change her life.

Publication date: March 3, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
200 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN978-1-63152-968-9
E-ISBN978-1-63152-969-6

about the author:
A graduate of both Duke and Yale, Eileen Flanagan writes
for a wide range of national publications and speaks at
conferences, colleges, and religious gatherings. She is
the author of The Wisdom to Know the Difference: When
to Make a Change—and When to Let Go, which was
endorsed by the Dalai Lama and won the Silver Nautilus
Book Award. A leader of Earth Quaker Action Team, she
lives in Philadelphia with her husband and two children.

“If you’ve ever felt despair about the state
of the world or wondered, ‘What can I do?’
I recommend reading Renewable. Eileen
Flanagan’s insightful memoir shows a deep
understanding of complex global problems,
while showing us how one person can change
their life while working to change the world we
all share.”
— Kumi Naidoo, Executive Director
Greenpeace International
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This Is Mexico
Carol M. Merchasin
Description:
This Is Mexico is a collection of essays on the often magical
and mysterious—and sometimes heartrending—workings
of everyday life in Mexico, written from the perspective of
an American expatriate.

Publication date: March 3, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
254 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-962-7
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-963-4

Merchasin provides an informed look at Mexican culture
and history, exploring everything from healthcare, Mexicanstyle, to religious rituals; from the educational role of the
telenovela to the cultural subtleties of the Spanish language.
Written with a clear eye for details, a warm heart for Mexico,
and a lively sense of humor, This Is Mexico is an insider’s
look at the joys, sorrows, and challenges of life in this
complex country.

about the author:
Carol M. Merchasin is a lawyer, a former partner at a large
law ﬁrm, and an author involved in a longtime love affair
with Mexico. She fell in love with the country’s language,
people, and culture during her ﬁrst trip south in 1983, and
she moved to San Miguel de Allende in 2005. She is a keen
observer, an experienced researcher, and an enthusiastic
student of Mexican culture.

“Carol Merchasin’s essays about Mexico nail
the people, the culture, the experience of
living here, the tender relationships. Some
essays are poignant, some are very funny, all
of them are beautifully written and carefully
crafted. I want to give this book to all my
friends who wonder why I live in Mexico. The
essays are accurate, nuanced, entertaining,
enlightening. The writing is elegant and
ranges from touching to hilarious. If you have
any interest in Mexico, don’t miss this book.”
— Susan Page, Director, San Miguel Writers’
Conference and Literary Festival
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100 Under $100
Betsy Teutsch
Description:

Publication date: March 6, 2015
Price: $24.95 Paperback/ $14.95 eBook
176 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-934-4
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-935-1
“In 100 Under $100, writer, artist and activist
Betsy Teutsch showcases creative, lowcost tools that are helping the world’s most
impoverished women improve their lives.
Inspiring yet practical, lavishly illustrated
and loaded with suggestions for reader
engagement, this book is a goldmine for
entrepreneurs, designers, philanthropists,
and all who seek to expand opportunities for
global women. I loved reading this book.”
— Marc Gunther, Editor at Large, Guardian
Sustainable Business US

100 Under $100: One Hundred Tools for Empowering
Global Women is a comprehensive look at effective, lowcost solutions for helping women in the Global South out of
poverty. Most books on this subject focus on one problem
and one solution; author Betsy Teutsch instead spreads her
net wide, sharing one hundred successful, proven paths
out of poverty in eleven different sectors—including tech,
public health, law, ﬁnance, and more—in a visually striking
book full of images of vibrant, strong women farmers, health
practitioners, entrepreneurs, and humanitarian tech stars
doing exciting, cutting-edge work.
Eye-opening and compelling, 100 Under $100 is an
accessible entry point for globally attuned readers excited
about using a broad range of tools to empower women and
help alleviate poverty in the developing world.

about the author:
Betsy Teutsch is an artist, blogger, community organizer,
and environmentalist who has enjoyed a successful career
as an Judaica artist and entrepreneur. As Communications
Director of GreenMicroﬁnance, she wrote about affordable,
sustainable paths out of rural poverty. She has also served
as a board member for the dynamic Shining Hope for
Communities and the Kibera School for Girls, and founded
three chapters of Dining For Women, a national network
of giving circles meeting monthly to support of women’s
grassroots poverty alleviation initiatives. A Fargo, ND,
native, she now lives with her husband in Philadelphia, PA.
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Even in Darkness
Barbara Stark-Nemon
Description:
Spanning a century and three continents, Even in Darkness
tells the story of Kläre Kohler, whose early years as a dutiful
daughter of a prosperous German-Jewish family hardly
anticipate the often-harrowing life she faces as an adult—a
saga of family, a lover, two world wars, a concentration
camp, and the unconventional life she builds in post-war
Germany. As the world changes around her, Kläre makes
boundary-crossing choices in order to protect the people
she loves—and to save herself.

Publication date: April 7, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
326 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-956-6
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-957-3
“You will be enriched and inspired by Barbara
Stark-Nemon’s Even in Darkness, a beautifully
crafted, compelling novel based on events in
the life of the author’s own family, in which
love triumphs over unspeakable horror. I
recommend this book to readers of history
and to all those moved by the strength and
courage of the human spirit.”
— Margaret Fuchs Singer, author of Legacy of
a False Promise: A Daughter’s Reckoning

Based on a true story, Even in Darkness highlights the
intimate experience of Kläre’s reinvention as she faces the
destruction of life as she knew it, and traces her path beyond
survival to wisdom, meaning, and—most unexpectedly—
love.

about the author:
Every story needs a narrator, and Barbara Stark-Nemon
stepped up early in life. She learned a fascination with the
magic of language from her storytelling grandfather. An
undergraduate degree in English literature and art history
and a master’s degree in speech-language pathology from
the University of Michigan led her to a career in schools,
universities, and hospitals. As a teacher and speechlanguage therapist, she specialized in child language
disorder and deafness. Today, Stark-Nemon writes novels
and family histories while gardening, cycling, and creating
ﬁber art in Ann Arbor and Northport, Michigan.
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The Outskirts of Hope
Jo Ivester
Description:
In 1967, when Jo Ivester was ten years old, her father
transplanted his young family from a suburb of Boston to
a small town in the heart of the Mississippi cotton ﬁelds,
where he became the medical director of a clinic that served
the poor population for miles around. But ultimately it was
not Ivester’s father but her mother—a stay-at-home mother
of four who became a high school English teacher when the
family moved to the South—who made the most enduring
mark on the town.

Publication date: April 7, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
280 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-964-1
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-965-8
“The Outskirts of Hope is a yesteryear tale
(1967) that could not be more pertinent and
helpful to the racially complex and perturbed
time we are living in now.”

In The Outskirts of Hope, Ivester uses journals left by her
mother, as well as writings of her own, to paint a vivid,
moving, and inspiring portrait of her family’s experiences
living and working in an all-black town during the height of
the civil rights movement.

about the author:
Jo Ivester spent two years of her childhood living in a trailer
in Mound Bayou, where she was the only white student at
her junior high. She ﬁnished high school in Florida before
attending Reed, MIT, and Stanford in preparation for a
career in transportation and manufacturing. Following the
birth of her fourth child, she became a teacher. She and her
husband teach each January at MIT and travel extensively,
splitting their time between Texas, Colorado, and Singapore.

— Norman Lear
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Fire Season
Hollye Dexter
Description:
Hollye Dexter and her husband Troy woke one night to ﬁnd
their house ablaze. To escape the ﬁre, they had to jump from
their second-story window with their toddler son—and then
watch their house and home-based businesses burn to the
ground. Over the next two years, the family went bankrupt,
lost their cars and another home, and got dropped by their
best friends. As the outer layers of her life were stripped
away, Dexter began to unravel emotionally, to the point that
she found herself on the brink of losing her marriage.

Publication date: April 14, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
280 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-974-0
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-975-7
“Fire Season blazes onto the page from the
opening scene and never lets go.”
— Laura Davis, author of The Courage to Heal
and I Thought We’d Never Speak Again

As she fought to reassemble the pieces of the life she’d
had, Dexter discovered that a shattered heart has the ability
to regenerate in a mighty way; that even in the midst of
disaster, you can ﬁnd your place; and that when everything
you identify with is gone, you are free to discover who you
really are. Poignant and inspiring, Fire Season is a story for
anyone who has ever lost hope—and found it again.

about the author:
Hollye Dexter is the author of two memoirs and the co-editor
of Dancing at the Shame Prom. Her essays and articles
about women’s issues, activism, and politics have been
widely published in anthologies, as well as in Maria Shriver’s
Architects of Change, Hufﬁngton Post, The Feminist Wire,
and more. She teaches writing workshops internationally
and for at-risk youth in LA, where she lives with her husband
and a houseful of kids and pets. Learn more about Dexter at
www.hollyedexter.blogspot.com.
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Don’t Leave Yet
Constance Hanstedt
Description:
As a young girl in the Midwest, Constance Hanstedt
was consumed by fear—of her parents, especially her
disapproving mother, Virginia; of social situations; and of
people in general. Unable to connect with those around her,
she embraced perfectionism as a substitute for love.

Publication date: April 21, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
194 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-952-8
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-953-5
“Don’t Leave Yet is a moving memoir of a
woman maturing into her own independence,
confidence, and connectedness as she cares
for her mother who is losing her identity
through Alzheimer’s. As her mother declines,
Constance Hanstedt remembers back through
her childhood, rendering these scenes with
precise and often heartbreaking details.
This is a story that is being lived out in all
its variations in so many families today, and
Don’t Leave Yet tells it with a clear and honest
eye in a memoir that is graceful, vivid, and
deeply human.”
— Ellen Bass, author of Like a Beggar

Raising her own family eased some of Hanstedt’s selfdoubt. But even as an adult she remained guarded around
her mother, avoiding conﬂict at all costs. Still, when Virginia
developed Alzheimer’s, Hanstedt did what the perfect
daughter she’d always struggled to be would do: she
returned to the midwestern town where she was raised to
help care for a mother who could no longer care for herself.
In Don’t Leave Yet, Hanstedt recounts her journey toward
facing her fears and rising above the past; her mother’s
unrelenting bitterness regarding life, even as she loses
memories of it; and her unexpected discovery of an emotion
that reaches beyond familial duty: compassion.

about the author:
Constance Hanstedt is an author, poet, and business
owner living in Northern California. Her poetry has received
numerous awards and has appeared in Calyx, Rattle,
Naugatuck River Review, The Comstock Review, and
many other literary journals. Her poem “Ode to Beige” was
published in Diane Lockward’s The Crafty Poet (2013), a
collection of poems, prompts, craft tips, and interviews.
Don’t Leave Yet was a ﬁnalist in the Paciﬁc Northwest
Writers Association memoir competition in 2011.
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Play for Me
Céline Keating
Description:
It happens without warning: At a folk-rock show at her
son’s college, Lily becomes transﬁxed by the guitarist’s
unassuming onstage presence and beautiful playing—and
with his ﬁnal note, something within her breaks loose.

Publication date: April 21, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
256 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-972-6
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-973-3
“With a background as a music reviewer,
Keating combines the soul-searching of Eat,
Pray, Love with the rock ’n’ roll fable of Almost
Famous to create a novel of midlife crisis with
music at its core.”
— Booklist

After the concert, Lily returns to her comfortable life—an
Upper West Side apartment, a job as a videographer, and
a kind if distracted husband—but she can’t stop thinking
about the music, or about the duo’s guitarist, JJ. Unable to
resist the pull of either one, she rashly offers to make a ﬁlm
about the band in order to gain a place with them on tour.
But when Lily dares to step out from behind her camera, she
falls deep into JJ’s world—upsetting the tenuous balance
between he and his bandmate, and ﬁlling a chasm of need
she didn’t know she had.
Captivating and provocative, Play for Me captures the thrill
and heartbreak of deciding to leave behind what you love to
follow what you desire.

about the author:
Céline Keating is a writer, editor, and music reviewer. She is
an active board member for the environmental organization
The Concerned Citizens of Montauk, as well the New York
chapter of the National Women’s Book Association. She
has an MFA in creative writing, has had a long career in
the publishing industry, and plays classical guitar. Her short
ﬁction and nonﬁction has been published in many literary
magazines, including Acoustic Guitar, minor7th.com,
Coastal Living, Guitar World, and Poets & Writers. She lives
in New York City and Montauk, Long Island. Play for Me is
her second novel.
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Stella Rose

Tammy Flanders Hetrick
Description:
Before her death, Stella Rose asks her best friend, Abby, to
take care of her sixteen-year-old daughter, and Abby does
the only thing she can: she says yes.

Publication date: April 21, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
280 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-921-4
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-922-1
“Tammy Flanders Hetrick’s novel Stella
Rose proves to the reader that Love is not
just stronger than Death, but stranger.
Succumbing to illness, a brilliant woman
bequeaths her teenager daughter, their
home, and a series of instructions for life
while grieving, to her best friend. Hetrick
deftly studies the ties that bind, unraveling
mysteries that complicate and, finally, enrich
intimacy.”

After Stella’s death, Abby moves to Stella’s house in
rural Vermont and struggles to connect with Olivia, who
immediately begins to engage in disturbing behavior—
starting with ditching her old group of friends for a crowd of
dubious characters.
As the fog of grief lifts, Abby reconnects with old friends,
enlists the aid of Olivia’s school guidance counselor, and
partners with Betsy, another single mom, in an effort to
keep tabs on the headstrong teenager she’s suddenly found
herself responsible for—but despite her best efforts, she is
unable to keep Olivia from self-destruction.
As Abby’s journey unfolds, she grapples with raising a
grieving teenager, realizes she didn’t know Stella as well as
she thought, falls in love—twice—and discovers just how
far she will go to save the most precious thing in her life.

about the author:
Tammy Flanders Hetrick has published short stories in
Your Teen Magazine, Blue Ocean Institute’s Sea Stories,
and Route 7 Literary Journal. In 2009 she was recognized
with the Outdoor Industries Women’s Coalition’s Pioneering
Woman Award for coaching and mentoring women in the
workplace. Hetrick lives in Vermont with her husband of
thirty years, their two cats, and a beagle/miniature bull mix.

— Verandah Porche, author of Sudden Eden
and recipient of an Honorary Doctorate of
Humanities from Marlboro College
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Wishful Thinking
Kamy Wicoff
Description:
Jennifer Sharpe is a divorced mother of two with a problem
just about any working parent can relate to: her boss expects
her to work as though she doesn’t have children, and her
children want her to care for them as though she doesn’t
have a boss. But when, through a fateful coincidence, a
brilliant physicist comes into possession of Jennifer’s phone
and decides to play fairy godmother, installing a miraculous
time-travel app called Wishful Thinking, Jennifer suddenly
ﬁnds herself in possession of what seems like the answer to
the impossible dream of having it all: an app that lets her be
in more than one place at the same time.

Publication date: April 21, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
370 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-976-4
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-977-1
“Wishful Thinking is funny, tender,
perceptive—I tore through it with delight.”
— Gretchen Rubin, best-selling author of The
Happiness Project and Happier At Home

With the app, Jennifer goes quickly from zero to hero in
every part of her life: she is super-worker, the last to leave
her ofﬁce every night; she is super-mom, the ﬁrst to arrive
at pickup every afternoon. But Jennifer soon ﬁnds herself
facing questions that adding more hours to her day can’t
answer. Why does she feel busier and more harried than
ever? And when choosing to be with your children, at work,
or with your partner doesn’t involve sacriﬁce, do those
choices lose their meaning? Wishful Thinking is a modernday fairy tale in which one woman learns to overcome the
challenges—and appreciate the joys—of living life in real
time.

about the author:
Kamy Wicoff is the founder, with author Deborah Siegel, of
SheWrites.com, the world’s largest online community for
women who write. She is also the founder, with publisher
Brooke Warner, of She Writes Press. Wicoff’s ﬁrst book,
the best-selling I Do But I Don’t: Why The Way We Marry
Matters, was published by Da Capo Press in 2006.
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People Leadership
Gina Folk
Description:
Do you ﬁnd yourself and your employees less engaged
and less productive in the workplace than you would like?
According to a Gallup poll, more than 70 percent of the
American workforce today is “unengaged”—which means
that most of the people in your organization are only
showing up to work to go through the motions and collect
their paycheck. But there’s something you can do to change
that.

Publication date: April 21, 2015
Price: $24.95 Paperback/ $12.95 eBook
242 pages
6” x 9” hardcover
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-915-3
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-916-0
“People Leadership is a thought-provoking
tutorial that encourages its reader to reflect on
their own leadership style and lessons learned
through prior experiences. The insightful
pearls of wisdom shared in Gina Folk’s
personal stories will guide you on a journey of
self-awareness and arm you with useful tools
to hone your own leadership skill set.”
— Tracy Foutch, Talent Acquisition Manager

In People Leadership, Gina Folk covers thirty proven
techniques that she learned and utilized during a twenty-ﬁveyear career managing people at a Fortune 500 company.
Unlike many of the leadership theories you’ll ﬁnd out there,
Folk’s teachings have been implemented and shown to work
with real people in real situations. Using Folk’s practices,
any individual charged with managing or supervising others
at any level can learn to re-engage their employees and
improve their company’s productivity—and become the
boss they’ve always wanted to be.

about the author:
Gina Folk is a dynamic and inspirational leader of people,
process, and change. She has more than twenty years
of experience helping organizations and individuals to
achieve outstanding performance results, and has led
global organizations in change efforts that have delivered
improvements valued in the tens of millions of dollars.
Folk holds an MBA from Belmont University and a BS in
psychology and business from Vanderbilt University, and is
a certiﬁed Lean Six Sigma Black Belt. Visit her website at
www.peopleleadership.com.
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Pieces

Maria Kostaki
Description:
When her mother, Anna, abandons her to move abroad
with her new husband, Sasha is passed around her three
grandparents in Cold War-era Moscow, attending ﬁrst grade
with a Lenin star pinned to her breast.
Five years later, Anna and her husband reappear and whisk
Sasha off to a “better life” in Athens, Greece. But they are
not the gallant rescuers they ﬁrst appear to be, and Sasha
soon ﬁnds herself caught between a violent stepfather and a
psychologically abusive mother. In her struggle to survive in
her new world, Sasha turns to a world of invisible friends—
even as she continues to long for something real.
Publication date: May 5, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
280 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-966-5
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-967-2
“Maria Kostaki is a talented writer. This work
is a moving (and sometimes funny) account
of the long struggle to put back the pieces of
one’s life when everything has been broken.
Pieces is a book a great many people can
relate to and gain from, as well as enjoy on
a purely artistic level. Maria Kostaki writes
with honesty, warmth, and wit; she will
undoubtedly have a long, successful career as
a writer.”

At turns haunting and uplifting, Pieces is the story of one
girl’s survival and self-discovery—and her continual search
for love in a world in which she has been given none.

about the author:
Maria Kostaki is a native of Moscow, Russia, but has spent
most of her adult life on a plane from Athens, Greece to
New York City and back. She holds a master’s in journalism
from New York University, where she was a recipient of a
grant from the Knight Foundation. She has worked as an
editor and staff writer for Odyssey magazine in Athens and
New York, and her nonﬁction has appeared in publications
including Elle Décor and Insider Magazine. Her ﬁction has
appeared in Flashquake and Mediterranean Poetry.

— Sophie Cooke, author Under the Mountain,
The Glass House
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The S Word
Paolina Milana
Description:
In accordance with her Sicilian Catholic family’s unspoken
code, Paolina Milana learned at an early age to keep her
secrets locked away where no one could ﬁnd them. Nobody
outside the family needed to know about the voices her
Mamma battled in her head; or about how Paolina forged
her birth certiﬁcate at thirteen so she could get a job at The
Donut Shop; or about the police ofﬁcer twenty-six years
her senior whose promise to her Papà to “keep an eye on
her” quickly translated into something sinister. And perhaps
that’s why no one saw it coming when—on the eve of her
sweet sixteen, pushed to edge—Paolina attempted to take
her own mother’s life.

Publication date: May 5, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
250 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-927-6
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-928-3
“Emotionally powerful and so evocative of
place and time, Paolina Milana’s The S-Word
is hard to forget. The drama of the story stays
with you long after the last page is turned.”

Raw and compelling, The S Word is the true story of a girl
who nearly suffocates in the silence she was taught to value
above all else—until she ﬁnally ﬁnds the strength to break
free of the secrets binding her and save herself.

about the author:
For a long time, Paolina has told other people’s stories: ﬁrst
as a journalist; then as a PR pro for a nonproﬁt; then as a
storyteller of students for a university; and most recently as
a content marketer for the unsung heroes of small business.
She has won awards for her ﬁction pieces and screenplays.
The S Word is her ﬁrst full-length book.

— Samantha Dunn, author of Failing Paris and
Not By Accident
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The Thriver’s Edge
Donna Stoneham
Description:
Are you more afraid of success than failure? Do you
undervalue your worth? Are you unaware of the limitations
that keep you from ﬂourishing in your life, work, and
relationships?

Publication date: May 5, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
256 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-980-1
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-981-8
“If you want to take your life to the next level
of thriving, fulfillment, inner peace, love, joy,
and all the important things we want in life
and still be more effective at work, read The
Thriver’s Edge. I promise you’ll be glad you
did.”
— Jack Canfield, New York Times best-selling
author of The Success Principles and
co-creator of the Chicken Soup for the Soul®
series

A major reason why people don’t thrive is because we’re
focusing on the wrong things―on keeping up rather than
waking up to what matters most. In The Thriver’s Edge,
master executive coach and transformational leadership
expert Dr. Donna Stoneham uses her powerful THRIVER
model to help readers uncover the beliefs and fears holding
them back from more fully expressing their gifts. Page by
page, Dr. Stoneham explores the many ways to develop
and integrate the seven keys—trust, humility, resilience,
inner direction, vision, expansiveness, and responsibility—
that lead to thriving, illustrating her points with personal
stories and inspirational examples of various people who
have ﬂourished in the midst of adversity. At the end of
each chapter, powerful reﬂection questions and practices
encourage readers to put these seven keys into practice.
Practical, practicable, and transformative, The Thriver’s
Edge is a “coach in a book” that teaches readers to unleash
their potential, fulﬁll their dreams and offer their best to the
world.

about the author:
Donna Stoneham, PhD is a Northern California transplant with
deep Texas roots. For the past twenty-ﬁve years, she’s worked
as an executive coach, transformational leadership consultant,
and educator, helping hundreds of Fortune 1000 and not-forproﬁt leaders, teams, and organizations “unleash their power
to thrive™” through her company, Positive Impact, LLC (www.
postiveimpactllc.com).
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Singing with the Sirens
Ellyn Bell and Stacey Bell
Description:
In Singing with the Sirens, experts Ellyn Bell and Stacey Bell
address the long-term, complex trauma that results from the
sexual abuse and exploitation of girls and young women,
drawing on their personal and professional experiences to
explore the link between the sexual abuse of children, issues
of attachment and safety, and the commercial exploitation
of young people. But this is not strictly a scholarly book
or a memoir of personal experience; rather, the authors
address this problem from a perspective of self-realization
and transformation, taking the reader on a journey through
mythological tales toward ﬁnding healing from within.

Publication date: May 13, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
220 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-936-8
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-937-5
“Reading this book makes me feel as if my
heart is being held by hidden hands. It is an
exquisitely crafted guide that carries you
through a dark truth, encouraging you to risk
your significance and make a difference in the
world.”
— Dawna Markova, PhD, author of I Will Not
Die An Unlived Life

Poetic, hopeful, and powerful, Singing with the Sirens is a
call for wounded women everywhere to reclaim their own
truth and spirit, and to sing with their authentic voice.

about the author:
Ellyn Bell has worked as an organizational leader with
at-risk and marginalized youth and addressing violence
against women and children for twenty years. Her personal
experiences as an at-risk youth informed her career choices.
She is most recently the executive director of the SAGE
Project in San Francisco.
Stacey Bell was born and raised in the United Kingdom.
After suffering abuse as a child, she immigrated to the US
at the age of sixteen and became exposed to exploitation
and other traumas. Today, Stacey serves young people as
the Youth Development Director for an urban school district
in Northern California.
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Vote for Remi
Leanna Lehman
Description:
Fiery US government teacher Remi Covington is relentless
in her desire to impart the genius of the democratic process
to her students. Her so-called “academically challenged”
high school seniors sometimes ﬁnd her enthusiasm more
than a little annoying—so, in an effort to teach her a lesson,
they execute a brazen, high-tech social media blitz touting
her as the newest candidate in the upcoming US presidential
race.

Publication date: May 13, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
300 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-978-8
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-979-5
“Tag along with a teacher as her students
harness social media to propel her on an
unexpected journey through the minefield
of a presidential campaign. Vote for Remi
is an inspirational read shining a glimmer of
hope in today’s murky and polarizing political
climate.”

Much to everyone’s surprise, Remi plays along with her
students’ ruse—and in a nation weary of politics and career
politicians, she unexpectedly ﬁnds herself the darling of
the American public. As the campaign takes on a life of its
own, Remi is forced to confront a myriad of long-held social
biases and cultural clichés, and realizes she isn’t quite the
woman she thought was.
Vote for Remi is about a would-be a presidential candidate
who, despite being all wrong—the wrong gender, the wrong
party, and certainly the wrong social status—discovers that
she might be exactly what America needs: someone with a
passion for doing what is right.

about the author:
Leanna Lehman is a debut author with a background in
ﬁnance and education. She lives in northern Fallon, Nevada.
She is currently working on her second novel.

— Tammy L. Grace, author of Home Blooms,
Finding Home and Promise for Home
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Stop Giving It Away
Cherilynn M. Veland
Description:
Being caring and compassionate is important—but too
many women allow the weight of others’ needs to press so
hard on them that they ﬁnd they often fail to speak up for
what they want and need. And women do this all the time.
It’s time for these women to stop worrying quite so much
about everyone else—and start taking care of themselves.

Publication date: May 17, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
280 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-958-0
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-959-7

In Stop Giving It Away, therapist Cherilynn Veland utilizes
her twenty-plus years of counseling experience to untangle
what binds so many women to other people’s needs, wants,
and expectations, and to build a case for what these women
can do to make changes that will help them live more fulﬁlling
personal and professional lives. Illustrating her points with
real-life stories of women who—to the detriment of their
relationships and personal happiness—have given away
too much at home and at work, Veland provides readers
with a toolkit for recognizing and analyzing unhealthy
behaviors, developing healthy relationship strategies, and
setting good personal boundaries. Accessible, entertaining,
and illuminating, Stop Giving It Away is a book for every
woman who tends to put everyone else ﬁrst—and herself
last.

“An insightful guide to navigating life’s
complexities.”

about the author:

— Melody Beattie, bestselling author of
Codependent No More, the Language of
Letting Go

Cherilynn Veland has worked extensively in psychiatric settings,
child welfare agencies, and domestic violence, sexual assault,
and substance abuse treatment programs, and has consulted for
corporate and employee assistance programs. A clinical social
worker licensed through the State of Illinois to provide counseling
for individuals, couples, and families, Veland holds a master’s
degree in social work from the University of Alabama and is a
member of the National Association of Social Workers. She
currently runs a successful therapy and counseling practice in
the Lincoln Park area of Chicago.
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May 2015

Insatiable
Shary Hauer
Description:
In her professional life, Shary Hauer was a conﬁdent,
successful, high-caliber executive coach who advised bigtime corporate leaders around the globe—but her personal
life was an entirely different matter. When it came to love,
she was insecure, clingy, desperate, willing to do anything
and everything to win and keep a man. Because without a
man by her side, what good was she?

Publication date: May 20, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
184 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-982-5
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-983-2
“Insatiable could be read as a cautionary
tale: If you utterly lose your sense of self to
another person, seek help now! And, yes, it is
this, but much, much more. Written with clear
and precise language, Hauer’s memoir is a
true testament to one woman’s courageous
spirit. Hauer beats the odds. Not only does
she survive an emotionally destructive life,
she blossoms into a self-actualized and
powerful woman. From the first page, we are
engaged with this narrator, rooting for her to
succeed on her tumultuous, yet ultimately
brave, journey.”
— Sue William Silverman, author of Love
Sick: One Woman’s Journey through Sexual
Addiction

In Insatiable, Hauer fearlessly chronicles her emotional
journey from despair to hope, rejection to redemption, and
self-hate to self-love, one man at a time. In candid detail,
she relates what it is like to be trapped in the torturous cycle
of love addiction—what it’s like to be forever searching,
needing, obsessing, scheming, and agonizing for love,
suffering from a hunger that never ceases—and what it takes
to break free of that cycle. An intimate, soul-baring tale that
sheds much-needed light on one of the least understood
and talked about addictions, Insatiable is the story of one
woman’s journey through the hellish, the humiliating, and the
humbling in her single-minded pursuit of the most addictive
drug of all: love.

about the author:
Shary Hauer is a Master Certiﬁed Executive Coach (MCC) with
nearly twenty years of success in Leadership and Executive
Development with Fortune 500/1000 leaders, and the founder
of The Hauer Group, a strategic consulting and coaching ﬁrm.
Her business writings have been published in outlets including
Working Woman and HOW magazines and The CEO Refresher;
her creative nonﬁction work has been published in Chicken Soup
for the Recovering Soul and Sage Woman magazine. She lives
in Clearwater Beach, Florida where she glories in the wonders
of the sea, befriends feral cats, and volunteers for the hungry,
homeless, and elderly.
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June 2015

Benediction for
a Black Swan
Mimi Zollars
Description:
In Benediction for a Black Swan, Mimi Zollars explores the
topics of childhood, children, marriage, divorce, alcoholism,
and the sensual world in a series of edgy, seductive,
irreverent, and ethereal poems. Incorporating elements
of magical realism, Zollars’s sexy, darkly beautiful works
embrace the miraculous as ordinary—and turn the ordinary
into the extraordinary.

about the author:
Publication date: June 2, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
128 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-950-4
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-951-1

Mimi Zollars was raised on both coasts of the United States
and currently lives on a small island off the Texas coast
with her three children. Raised in the Catholic Church and
the ballet, her ruthlessly romantic view of the world is not
uninformed. Zollars attended the University of Washington,
where she studied creative writing and dance.

“The writing of Mimi Zollars pours into you
like the most intimate lover, washing over your
defenses, nourishing your Spirit, and firing up
your Soul. Benediction for a Black Swan is for
those among us who want to live and love raw
and real like poets, even if we may not have
a way with words. Pick it up when you yearn
to be brought back to yourself. Drink it in like
an elixir of warm milk and honey. It will sit
on my altar of sacred writings, alongside my
favorites of the ecstatic ancients, Rumi, Kabir,
and Hafiz.”
— Jennifer Mizel, modern-day Mystic and
Alchemist of the Soul
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June 2015

Shelter Us

Laura Nicole Diamond
Description:

Publication date: June 8, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
280 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-970-2
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-971-9
“Shelter Us is about characters in search of
refuge both literal and metaphorical, seeking
comfort, safety, and a sense of belonging.
In spare, unsentimental prose, Laura Nicole
Diamond explores how grief can divide people,
how the bonds of marriage can twist and fray
under pressure, and how consolation can be
found in the unlikeliest places. I couldn’t put
this lovely book down.”

Lawyer-turned-stay-at-home mom Sarah Shaw is struggling
to keep it together for her two young sons and law professor
husband. Since the death of their infant daughter, her
husband has been buried in his career, her friendships
have withered, and Sarah has remained lost in a private
world of grief. Then one day, while walking in LA, Sarah’s
heart catches at the sight of a young homeless woman
pushing a baby in a stroller—and saving them becomes her
obsessive mission. An unlikely bond grows between Sarah
and the young mother, Josie. When tragedy threatens
Josie, Sarah discovers that she is capable of deceptions
and transgressions she never imagined. Her lies unleash a
downward spiral that will threaten her marriage, family and
her sanity.
Shelter Us speaks to the quiet joys and anxieties of
parenthood and illuminates a place all parents know: that
shadowy space between unconditional love and fear of
unbearable loss.

about the author:
Laura Diamond is a writer, civil rights lawyer, mother, and
the editor of the anthology Deliver Me: True Confessions of
Motherhood. She lives in Los Angeles with her family.

— Christina Baker Kline, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Orphan Train
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June 2015

A Different Kind of Same
Kelley Clink
Description:
Two weeks before his college graduation, Kelley Clink’s
younger brother Matt hanged himself. Though he’d been
diagnosed as bipolar as a teenager and had attempted
suicide once before, the news came as a shock—and it sent
Kelley into a spiral of grief and guilt.

Publication date: June 9, 2015
Price: $16.95 Paperback/ $9.95 eBook
218 pages
5.5” x 8.5” paperback
Distributed by:
Ingram Publisher Services
866-770-3022
Print ISBN: 978-1-63152-999-3
E-ISBN: 978-1-63152-998-6
“Anyone who has lost someone to suicide
will find and take courage from this brave and
beautiful book.”
—Abigail Thomas, author of
Safekeeping, Three Dog Life, and What Comes
Next and How to Like It

After her Matt’s death, a chasm opened for Kelley between
the brother she’d known and the brother she’d buried. She
kept telling herself she couldn’t understand why he’d done
it—but the truth was, she could. Several years before he’d
been diagnosed with bipolar, she’d been diagnosed with
depression. Several years before he ﬁrst attempted suicide
by overdose, she had attempted suicide by overdose. She’d
blazed the trail he’d followed. And if he couldn’t make it . . .
what hope was there for her?
A Different Kind of Same traces Kelley’s journey through
grief, her investigation into what role her own depression
played in her brother’s death, and, ultimately, her path
toward acceptance, forgiveness, resilience, and love.

about the author:
Kelley Clink is a full-time writer with degrees in literature
from the University of Alabama and DePaul University.
Her work has appeared in magazines and literary journals
including Under the Sun, South Loop Review, Gettysburg
Review, Colorado Review, and Shambhala Sun. She lives
in Chicago with her husband.
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About US
She Writes Press was founded by Kamy Wicoff and Brooke
Warner in 2012 as a response to the barriers to traditional
publishing getting higher and higher for authors. Kamy’s
online community, She Writes, had been founded on
the principle of connecting and serving women writers
everywhere, offering a community for established and
aspiring writers. Brooke had been the Executive Editor at
Seal Press for eight years, and was witnessing firsthand
the contracting publishing environment, where she
personally was having to reject beautifully written books
on a regular basis because the submitting author didn’t
have a strong enough author platform.

www.shewritespress.com
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